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Look for daily campus news
updates at gvsu .ed u/gv now
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Feature stori es are also on line at
www.gvs1...edu/gvma gaz in e.

Grand Rapids lllt•lA l•11 raises
money for scholarship fund
about a possible customized Monopoly
Is your goal to buy Alticor, or to get
project for CEO. Mu lka and CEO club
a hotel on Meijer? Those are some
members Daryn Kuipers, John Dykhouse
options in an updated board game.
A Seidman College of
.,;,.,.
-:J:: and Jeff Webb then met once a week to
Business student
rJ> liz-' ' '
organization has created
a Grand Rapidsthemed version of
Monopoly.
Players
will be able
to buy
companies like
'~ (l'Alticor, Meijer and " ~ "
Steelcase while

\t

The project was spearheaded
by the Collegiate Entrepreneurs '
Organization. Business sponsorships
and sales of the game will raise money to
establish a CEO student scholarship.
Graduate adviser Daniel Mulka started
the project as a presentation for Tom
Schwarz's "Entrepreneurial Journey"
class. Inspired by the NHL-edition of
Monopoly, Mulka talked with Schwarz

Best of Division II
Grand Valley has the best ath letic program among
Division II universities and has t he hardware to
prove it. In June, Athletic Director Tim Se lgo
accepted the United States Sports Academy
Directors' Cup, g iven for all -a round athl etic
excellence. The crysta l trophy is on display at th e
Fieldhouse. The stand ings are based on team
finishes during an academ ic year. A long with
winnin g a second footbal l championship, the
Lakers finished second in baseba ll and among
the top 10 in the nation in women's cross
country, voll eyball, wom en's go lf, wom en 's
soccer and softba ll. GVSU is the first Michigan
co llege or university - and the first east of
Colorado - to win the aw ard .
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ALERT Labs w ill expand prog ramming with federal grant
Alcohol Education, Resea rch and Trainin g
Grand Valley's Alcohol Education;
Research and Training (ALERT) Labs was
deemed a model for the nation by the U.S.
Depmtment of Education and received a
$127,000 grant to help disseminate its
program nationally and enhance the
recovery program.
The announcement was made August
16 by U.S. Rep. Pete Hoekstra, RHolland, and Deputy Secretary for the
U.S. Department of Education Gene
Hickok.
Nancy Hai·per, ALERT Labs director,
said the grant allows ALERT Labs to
expand its one-year-old recovery program.
Hm·per said Pathways Recovery will be a
community-building program with
activities throughout the year for students
recovering from alcohol and other drug
addictions. About 25 students were in the
program last year, some bving on campus.
Another 20 students joined Pathways
Recovery this year.

Rescue in the Pacific: A
True Story of Disaster and
Survival in a Force 12 Storm
(International
Marine/Ragged Mountain
Press, 1998) by Tony
Farrington
David Rathbun,
professor of
communications, said
Rescue makes the "Perfect
Storm" seem like child's
play.

Grand Valley is one of seven
universities in the country to have a
program for recovery students. Others ai·e
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
University of Chicago, Augsburg
(Minnesota) College, Dana (Nebraska)
College, Rutgers and Texas Tech
universities. Case Western Reserve and the
University of Texas-Austin estabbshed
programs this year.
Harper said ALERT Labs staff will
base Pathways Recovery on the successful
Passport program, which began six years
ago. Passport matches mentor students
with first-yem· students to create a
community and heighten awareness of
opportunities for a substance-free college
experience. Two years ago, a Passport
Living Center was created on campus.
Students who sign up for that housing
option sign a contract pledging that they
will abstain from drugs and alcohol.

Positively Fifth Street:
Murderers, Cheetahs, and
Binion's World Series of
Poker (Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 2003) by James
McManus
Edward Aboufadel,
associate professor of
mathematics, said the book
gives a non-fiction account
of what's behind the glitz of
Las Vegas and the
excitement of the World
Series of Poker.

ALERT Labs director Nancy Harper discusses
uses for f ederal grant money at a new s
conference in t he Alumni House. Also pictured
are (left to right) Deput y Secretary for t he
Department of Educati on Gene Hickok and
U.S. Rep. Pete Hoekstra CR-Holland).

The Future of Freedom:
Illiberal Democracy at Home
and Abroad (W. W. Norton
& Company, 2003) by Fareed
Zakaria
Stephen Rowe, professor
of philosophy, said the
Newsweek editor and
columnist shows the
relationships between
democracy and freedom
worldwide, and a
comparative assessment of
America.

Reinventing the Wheel, A
Buddhist Response to the
Information Age (State
University of New York Press,
1999) by Peter D. Hershock
Peimin Ni, professor of
philosophy, said the book
assesses the personal and
communal costs of our
global economic and
technological development,
and suggests how, after
becoming increasingly
alienated by media, we
might regain consciousness.
Grand Valley Magazine I 5
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Board of Trustees names new chair, vice chair
Jessie Da lman and Da niel Aronoff
were named chair and vice cha.ir,
res pective ly, of Grand Va ll ey Board of
Tru stees.
Dalman, of
Holland,
succeeds
Dorothy A.
Johnson, who
had compl eted
almost three
years in that
role.
Birmingham
resident
Aronoff

succeeds Karen Henry Stokes. Johnson
and Stokes remain board members.
Dalman, former state representative
and Ottawa County commissioner, said
the board will continue its work to make
Grand Valley "the very best
undergraduate experience, as well as a
wonderful place to work ."
"Our collective goal is to make
GVSU the best institution possible and a
positive force to the com munity," she
said .
Aronoff, chairman and CEO of
Landon Management Inc . of Bloomfield
Hills, said maintaining a high standard
of education under state financial

constrai nts will be challen ging.
"Grand Valley is blessed by a superb
fin ance department. That is part of the
story of how we can deliver one of the
finest
ed ucational
products in
th e state with
the lowest
per capita
student
budget in
Michigan,"
he said.

Jessie Dalman

Daniel Aronoff

-----------------------•••-------------------------
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for profes 1onals
available in Grand Rapids
Four leading law education entities have
combined their expertise to offer law certificate
programs in business and tax law in Grand Rapids.
Michigan State University College of Law,
Grand Valley, Grand Rapids Bar Association and
MSU have formed the Legal Institute of West
Michigan. The initiative creates an outstanding
learning opportun ity for law students, members of
the Bar, dual-degree students and corporate
executives.
Both the Business Law Certificate and the Tax
Law Certificate programs will keep professionals
attuned and prepared for changes in those fields.
"It is an excellent program for business
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professionals and others interested in gaining a
background in business- and tax-related legal
issues," said Tami Passeno, the institute's
coordinator. "Individuals who would like to enroll
in one or two classes for continuing education are
also encouraged to do so."
The programs are 14 credits and require a
bachelor's degree. Classes are taught at Grand
Valley 's De Vos Center in downtown Grand Rapids,
in a traditional classroom setting or via video
conferenci ng.
For more information call Tami Passeno at 616331-6827 or visit www. lawcenters .law.msu.edu.

READER ISURVEY

Reader Survey Dear Readers:
Grand Valley Magazine is three years old!
The magazine staff values your opinion
and wants to make sure that we meet your
needs.
Please take a few minutes to answer the
survey questions below. For your
convenience, there is also space to update
address/name changes or alumni
information (career moves, marriages,
births).

Tell us how we're doing!

The survey can be completed online at
www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.
Or return it by mail:
Grand Valley Magazine
260 Lake Michigan Hall
1 Campus Drive
Allendale, MI 49401
or by fax:
616-331-2250

Thanks, in advance, for sharing your opinions with us.

1. Please mark one statement that best describes how you read Grand Valley Magazine:
_ _ I read every article

I read most a1ticles
I read half of the articles
I read less than half of the articles
__ I rarely or never look at the magazine
2. Please circle how often you read the following departments in Grand Valley Magazine:

a. Feature stories

Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

b. Campus News

Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

c. Donor Profile

Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

d. Artist Profile

Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

e. Athlete Profile

Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

f. Research News

Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

g.Q&A

Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

h. Alumni News

Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

i. Alumni Class Notes

Always

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

3. Do you pass Grand Valley Magazine or copies of articles to friends/ family members?
_ _ Yes

_ _ No

4. Please mark the statement(s) that most accurately describe(s) the main reason(s) you
read Grand Valley Magazine.
_ _ I want to know about campus events at Grand Valley
_ _ I want to read news of former classmates
_ _ I want to learn more about students, facu lty or staff
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5. Do you read the online version of Grand Valley Magazine?
Yes

No

6. What topics, if any, would you like to see more of in Grand Valley Magazine?
For example: student activities, undergraduate research, university history.

7. Please mark the statement that most accurately describes how easy Grand Valley
Magazine is to read.

__ Very inviting and easy to read
__ Somewhat easy to read
Difficult to read
8. Please check all phrases that describe your affiliation with Grand Valley.

__ Alumni (class year_)
__ Faculty or staff member
CutTent student
__ Family member of current student
Donor
Friend
9. Approximate date when you were last on a Grand Valley campus?

10. Age

18-24

25-35

36-49

50-65

65+

11. Gender

Male

Female

12. Occupation

Optional. Use the following space to indicate address/name changes or to update
alumni records (career moves, marriages, births).
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Meadows gets national
To golfers, the Golf Digest ratings issue
is as coveted as the Zagat Survey is to
restaurant connoisseurs.
More golfers could be expected at the
Meadows, as the golf course was rated
four-and-a-half stars (out of five) by Golf
Digest. The award is based on surveying
20,000 Golf Digest subscribers, who were

rating

asked to rate courses on the basis of pace
of play, service, value and overall golf
experience.
Golf at the Meadows through the fall ;
for information, visit
www.gvsu.edu/meadows/

-----------------------•••-------------------------
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Artist Profile:

Roger Ellis

Longtime theatre professor continues to push the envelope- by Nancywi11ey
Believe it or not, there was a time
when longtime theatre professor
Roger Ellis had no interest in theatre.
The fact was, he just hadn't
discovered it yet.
"I hadn 't even been in school plays,"
Ellis recalled. "I went back to Californ ia
from Notre Dame, where I had gone my
first year of college, and looked up my old
friends to see what they were doing. They
were all in this theatre program at the
local university - Santa Clara University.
There was a Shakespeare Festival starting,
and I said, 'What the hell.' I eventually
spent four years with that summer company
and ended up as an actor and director."
Ellis earned his undergraduate and
graduate degrees in theatre from Santa
Clara, was drafted into the Army and went
to Vietnam, and then returned in 1970 to
the epicenter of student anti-war activity:
Berkeley, California. In addition to
protesting the war, marching for civil
rights and being gassed by police - "We
were burning up the streets," he said mildly
- he earned a doctorate in dramatic arts
at the University of California at Berkeley.
Ellis never made it back to Notre Dame,
but he did return to the Midwest. In 1975,
he took a position as a theatre professor at
Grand Valley, intending to stay seven
years. He's now approaching his 30th
anniversary on campus.
" ! like Grand Valley because it's a
teaching institution," he said. "It does not
place extraordinary weight on 'publishing
or perishing,' but places a lot of weight on
your teaching effectiveness, which is very
important. That's one of the reasons I
wanted to go into educational theatre as
a young man."
Nevertheless, he has kept up a steady
stream of publishing projects - 14
theatre-related books in all. The latest is
The Audition Book for Student Actors,
published this year; his next is his third
volume of scenes from new international
plays. One of his goals, he said, is to help
new playwrights get their works seen and
produced on the stage.
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Roger Ellis sits in the Louis Armstrong
Theatre, where hundreds of students have
learned the joys and rigors of acting.

Another goal - a product of his studentactivist days in the '60s and early '70s,
when taboo subjects began to be addressed
on the stage - is to have students tackle
a social issue each year. In recent years
students have taken on such topics as the
Chinese murder of dissidents in Tiananmen
Square (Letters to a Student Revolutionary,
2000) and "disappeared" political victims
in Argentina (A Single Numberless Death ,
2001). This year they will present A Day
of Absence, a 1965 comedy dealing with
racism (November 12-20, 2004).
"I think young people are just as
idealistic today as we were when I was
their age," Ellis said. "These kinds of
shows attract them like a magnet. I've
seen a lot of energy and dedication among
students when they're doing something
that speaks to them ."
That said, the shows that often fill
the Louis Armstrong Theatre to overflowing are the Shakespeare Festival
plays featured every fall and the sweeping
musical-theatre productions presented
each spring in collaboration with the
Department of Music.

Then there are the beloved stage classics,
Greek tragedies, American realism, sidesplitting comedies. The theatre program,
housed in the School of Communications,
has an obligation to provide them all at
one time or another, said Ellis.
"There's a lot of artistic freedom here.
You don ' t have people looking over your
shoulder; yo u don ' t have to be driven by
box-office sales. So your ability to choose
shows and do projects is very unrestricted,"
Ellis said. "And because we're a small
program, we can afford to do a lot of
experimental projects."
Experimenting with new things seems
to be a constant in Ellis ' life. In 1998 he
helped start international theatre trips for
students and has escorted them to such
places as England, Nova Scotia and
Venezuela. Hi s newest passion has nothing
to do with theatre: he just got his scubadiving certification. "Just trying to keep
pushing the envelope," Ellis said.
See www.gvsu .edu/theatre for a
schedule of upcoming shows.

Roger Ellis, right, plays the role of Glendower
in last year's Shakespeare Festival play,
"King Henry the Fourth, part one." At left is
theatre student Scott Lange as Hotspur.

ATHLETE I PROFILE

Athlete Profile:

Stephanie Maciasz-Dow

Senior hopes to lead Lakers back to NCAA championship- by Michele Coffill
Stephanie Maciasz-Dow wears
several rings. The senior vo lleybal l
player will happily show off her
new wedding ring, but she tends
to talk more about the ring on
her right hand.
It's a team ring reminding MaciaszDow that she and the Lakers played in the
2003 volleyball national championship.
She has two similar rings at home, but
Maciasz-Dow said the latest version is
the most treasured.
"This ring means a lot. We just missed
it, but we played our hearts out," she
said. "No one thought we would get to
nationals; we were sort of the underdogs.
Of my three years, last year was the
best experience."
The Lakers have made four straight
trips to Division II's Elite Eight volleyball
championships. Last year, they came

that nearly didn' t happen. Planning to play
basketball for her father, Mike Maciasz
(Lakewood boys' and girls' basketball
coach), Stephanie, as a freshman, tried
out for the volleyball team upon request
of the coach.
"I didn 't expect to start; I had never
played before," she said.
Her expectations were right: she sat
the entire year on the bench.
"It was discouraging. After the first
year, I was going to play basketball , but
my dad said to try one more open gym
[for volleyball] .
"I did, and I hit the ball pretty hard
and it went straight down, and [volleyball
coach Kelly Rowland] noticed," MaciaszDow said.
She began setting goals in high school,
a practice that continues today. As a senior
in 2000-0 1, Maciasz-Dow set a Michigan
and national high school record for
number of kills in a season (856).

Stephanie Maciasz-Dow

"No one thought we would get to nationals; we were sort of the underdogs."
-

closer to a title but lost to North Alabama,
in San Bernadino, California, 3-1 (21-30,
30-25, 29-31, 26-30) in the semifinals.
Grand Valley has finished third in the
nation each year for the last three years .
Rather than coasting into her final year
of competition, settling into married life
and preparing for a teaching career,
Maciasz-Dow has hit her last year running
- literally. She and other Lakers attended
a specialized summer camp designed to
help increase an athlete's vertical leap
and speed.
"I want to know that I did as much
as I could to improve my skills before I
leave," she said. Maciasz-Dow also
officiates for a women's league and has
assisted at several area high school camps.
She had an outstanding career at
Lakewood High School in Lake Odessa

Stephan ie Maciasz-Dow

Like Rowland, state and national
college coaches began to notice. Western
Michigan, Kentucky and Northwood,
among others, recruited Maciasz-Dow. But
her mind was set after attending a Siblings
Weekend at Grand Valley. Her sisters,
Samanthe and Sommer, are also Lakers .
"I went with my sister to a match
and, when it was over, I went up to
coach after the game and told her about
me," she said.
Laker coach Deanne Scanlon was
happy to listen.
"She had a great high school career.
And it would be to our benefit to take
anyone from that program, they are very
competitive," she said.
Scanlon called 2003 Maciasz-Dow's
"breakout year." She was the third highest
kill leader with 355 after playing in a

combined 26 matches during her
first two seasons.
"She's had some struggles and I know
she was thinking about walking away,"
Scanlon said. "It's so rewarding to see
her hard work paying off for her."
In the midst of Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Conference play, the
Lakers will next play Ferris State and
Northwood in mid-October.

For a complete schedule of
GVSU sports events, see
gvsulakers.collegesports.com

000
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Gilmore Foundation gives generously to WGVU-TV
Foundation began with a quiet, sensitive man with a large heart "Irving S. Gilmore didn't like a big
fuss made over wh at he did. He was
a quiet and oftentimes anonymous
benefactor," said Rick Hughey Jr.
program officer for the Irving S.
Gilmore Foundation.

Irving S. Gilmore

It is possible that Gilmore would have
thought this article, about the foundation 's
generous support of the WGVU stations,
was too much fuss. WGVU-TV 35 services
the West Michigan area; WGVK-TV 52
services the Kalamazoo area.
Gilmore, who died in 1986, was a
pianist who studied music at Yale. After
graduation, he returned to Kalamazoo to
work in the family business, Gilmore's
Department Store.
"The store was known for welcoming
people - people who might not be
welcomed elsewhere," said Hughey.
His love of the arts and of Kalamazoo
prompted Gilmore to establish the foundation
in 1972. While his support of the cultural
and performing arts was strong, contributions
were also made to the homeless, hungry
and physically challenged. Since his death,
the foundation has maintained its focus on
arts and culture in the Kalamazoo area, as
well as other concerns in the community.
The Gilmore Foundation provided a
generous grant for the cun-ent WGVU
"Campaign for Your Digital Future" with a
portion directed as a "challenge" to encourage
viewers to support the project. It was highly
successful, as 827 Kalamazoo donors helped
the station meet the challenge six months
12 I Fa ll 2004

before deadline. A combination of the grant
and gifts totaled $320,000 for the campaign
"We are grateful for the leadership
support the Gilmore Foundation provided,
and the challenge grant that attracted
excellent support from our WGVK
viewers," said President Mark A. Murray.
WGVU reaches 1.5 million people; after
the conversion from analog to digital, it
will reach more than 2.7 million. The
move will also release frequencies necessar.y
for police and fire departments and allow
viewers to use their TV sets as a computer,
phone and Internet access ramp.
Frederick Freund, Gilmore Foundation
executive director and trustee, said WGVK,
as the Kalamazoo ar.·ea's only public
broadcasting station, "is a valuable ar.t
form that helps to carry out the purpose
of the Gilmore Foundation."
"In keeping with Mr. Gilmore's intent,
the Foundation has supported other WGVU
projects over the years, including the airing
of the Kalamazoo Symphony and the Gilmore
Keyboard Festival Opening," he said.
Several years ago, the Gilmore Foundation
provided visionary guidance with the
initiation and production of the Kalamazoo
Lively Art Series, 30-minute programs
highlighting Kalamazoo talents.

by Dottie Barnes

Hughey said Irving S. Gilmore wanted
to make a difference in people's lives
through the arts. "Public broadcasting can
provide a connection for people to see the
good and positive things that ar.·e happening
in their community and elsewhere,"
Hughey said. "The focus is on those who
use their gifts and talents to make their
community a better place. That is the
philosophy behind the Gilmore Foundation."

Stations serve west,
southwest Michigan
The WGVU stations are licensed to
Grand Valley State University as public
radio and television facilities operating
from the Meijer Public Broadcast Center
at the university's Grand Rapids Campus.
WGVU has two TV towers/transmitters:
one located in Kalamazoo and one in
Allendale. They are the only public
broadcast television stations located
in and serving the western and southwestern region of the state.

Gilmore Foundation staff, board members and their spouses tour WGVU studios. Pictured

from left to right are Barbara Hughey, Russ Gabier, Rick Hughey, Floyd Parks and Phyllis Parks.
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Focus on

Padnos College of Engineering professor Shirley Fleischmann helps her
students give back to the community
- by Brian J. Bowe

Grand Valley Magazine I 13

ust like most university
engineering students, the
ones in Padnos College of
Engi neering learn things like
the principles of fluid
mechanics and heat transfer. But
thanks to professor Shirley Fleischmann,
those students also learn the value .of
caring for those less fortunate.
Fleischmann stresses service learning,
and students complete community service
projects as part of their studies.
"It's part of helping students realize
that they are part of a community," said
Fleischmann .
Fleischmann came to the Grand Valley
community in 1989 after a successful
teaching career at the U.S. Naval
Academy in Maryland. She said she was
attracted to Grand Valley because the
engineering program was young, allowing
her to make a major contribution.
She and her students make steady
contributions to the inner-city Grand
Rapids community. In Fleischmann 's
senior level heat transfer course, students
completed energy surveys of an urban
neighborhood home and at Coit School.
Those surveys involved applications of
heat transfer as well as activities designed
to make students aware of people who live
in conditions much different than their
own.
Under her direction, students designed
and built a playroom for children at the
Mel Trotter Ministries. The students have
also adopted the entire class of fifth
graders at Sibley Elementary. Activities
with those youngsters include touring the
engineering laboratory facilities,
conducting bottle rocket experiments,
experimenting with a circuit trainer in
preparation for the MEAP tests and
competing in a pinewood derby race.
But the biggest project is "bikes-forkids." Fleischmann was looking for a
project for her students that would help
them learn the value of community service
wh ile using the special expertise that
engineering students have. At first, she
enlisted some people to tutor elementary
school kids.
"It turned out to be something that
didn ' t require any engineering skill ,"
Fleischmann said . "At the same time, we
had some students who were really
involved in bicycling. I got to thinking

14 I Fall 2004

Students from Sibley Elementary School visit Padnos Engineering Laboratories several times
a year to work with Grand Valley engineering students.

that there are probably a lot of kids in the
neighborhood who would like a bike and
there were probably a lot of people like
me who had old bikes in the garage."
Repairing the bikes, she said, was a
project that would give the students muchneeded experience using hand tools, and it
was the kind of thing a student could drop
in and work on for as little as 10 minutes
at a time, so it could easily be shoehorned
into a busy study schedule.

Professor of the Year in 1998. In 2004, she
was presented with the dedicated service
award from the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME). She's the
second faculty member to receive the
award. Last year, the award was presented
to Paul Piatkowski, the college's executive
director.
When she received the ASME award,
Fleischmann was honored for being the
driving force behind serv ice learn ing for

"It's part of helping students realize that they
are part of a ·community." - Shirley Fleischmann
,

.

.._

'

The proj ect has been a big success. So
far, more than 100 bicycles have been
given away. "I lost track after 100,"
F leischmann said.
" It was the students' idea that we
should definitely give (the kids) a bike
helmet and a lock and some information
about how to maintain their bikes and
some safety rules," Fleischmann said.
Fleischmann has been frequently
lauded for her service work. She was
named the Carnegie Foundation Michigan

engineering students at Grand Valley. The
award honors unusually dedicated
voluntary service to the society marked by
outstanding performance, demonstrated
effective leadership, prolonged and
committed service, devotion , enthusiasm
and faithfulness. The award is presented to
individuals who have served the society
for 10 years or more.
"She has chosen service projects that
utilize the unique skills of the engi neering
students. Th is simultaneously helps

IC_ __
develop student understanding of
community needs and reinforces the
hands-on skills that are central to the
engineering discipline ," said Mahesh C.
Aggarwal, regional vice president of
ASME International .
Fleischmann has secured grants to
supp01t service-learning projects , and has
given presentations to her engineering
colleagues nationally on the value of those
projects. She is adamant that the projects
involve learning for the youngsters. When
some of the engineering students
suggested a Christmas gift drive,
Fleischmann nixed the idea.
"I was firmly against that because what
the kids really, really need is knowledge
of what they themselves can do and what
their inner resources are ," Fleischmann
said . "We never just give them a handout."
Each time the Grand Valley and Sibley
students interact, there 's a project to
complete that gives the children the
satisfaction of making something
themselves.
"The projects that we choose help the
kids realize what they can do , what their
own potential is," Fleischmann said.
While the children receive much from
the interaction with Grand Valley students ,
it's a two-way street.
"The first thing that students take away
from it is just a sense of well-being that
comes from doing something good ,"
Fleischmann said. "But also, for many of
them , this is the first time that they're
seeing a whole group of people who live
entirely different than they do . And if
you 're going to go out and design
wonderful things as an engineer, you need
to know a lot about people who aren't like
you."
It also teaches students to be
responsible citizens.
"What is it that these people need that
we can help them with , and how do we
give it to them in such a way that doesn ' t
destroy their dignity?" Fleischmann said.
Fleischmann is unabashedly religious ,
and said her commitment to community
service is partially informed by her
beliefs . In fact , she cites the Old
Testament exhortation to "do what is right,
to love mercy, and to walk humbly with
your God" as one of her inspirations .
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project the past two summers in his
trademark cowboy hat, and he recommended
his colleague, actor James Karen, for the
lead role in last year 's film . Karen, recognizable fro m a 55-year career in TV and
movie roles - Seinfeld, The Practice, First
Monday, Wall Street, Nixon, All the President's
Men, Poltergeist, Return of the Living Dead
("This guy 's been in every film you .can
imagine," remarked Philbin) - came on
board for the 2003 film Flickering Blue,
shot in downtown Grand Rapids and Lansing.
For this summer 's A Moment of Grace,
Perrette spent two weeks of her summer
hiatus from the TV series Navy NCIS in
West Michigan to take on the role of the
idealistic American doctor Grace Peters.
"Since I stmted out [in the film industry],
I made a vow to continue to do low-budget
student or independent films," said the
actress, who students might recognize
from her role in the 2002 thriller The
Ring. "The more experience you have,
the more experience you have to give.
It's about giving back to the community.
"It 's also fun ," Perrette continued. "It 's
really inspiring to see people just starting
out in film. When you don 't have money

to throw at a problem , you are forced to
be creative and resourceful. I love that."
As is typical in the film industry ,
Perrette had time to talk one night in early
June while sitting in a trailer waiting to be
called to the set. Nearby, film and video
students were putting up signs in Hebrew
and Arabic , setting up roadblocks they' d
built to resemble Israeli bm-ricades, climbing
ladders to affix lights to 20-foot-tall li ght
stands, and generally turning a small , hilly
section of a Jenison gravel pit into a
Middle Eastern movie set. (They were
also fen ding off hoards of mosquitoes,
which attacked bare skin without reprieve
and left trails of smoke from their kamikaze
flights into the 2,000-watt lights.)
"There's no way these kids could get
this kind of preparation in class ," Perrette
said. "This crew has been outstanding ."

The Flight to Ramallah

"Scene 10A, take 4." A black-andwhite slate is snapped in front of the
camera. "Roll sound. Roll camera."

"ACTION." This command from director
Alba Francesca sets things in motion.
Doctor Grace Peters (Perrette) has on her
white medica l coat a large, spread ing
bloodstain (applied by student specia leffects artist Casey Verberkmoes). The
Israeli checkpoint is under attack (ATFcertified tra iners are on the set to
supervise the gunfire). Grace is dragged
back into the Jeep by Nidhal, swears at
and kicks the recalcitrant vehicle, and
they roar off past two young Israeli
soldiers wh o have been wounded by
Palestinian snipers in the hill just beyond.
(The flashes of gunfire were shot hours
before, with students fann ing a smoke
machine to simu late gunsmoke. Dirt-hit
devices simulate bullets hitting the ground.)

Lat er th at day, around midnight:

"Quiet on the set," someone yells.
Some students hold a screen over a
light to soften its glare; others lower
a boom mic over a Jeep.

"CUT. II

C

C

C

The scene, which takes up about 30
seconds in the 22-minute film, was repeated
over and over again until Francesca,
watching on a monitor set up in the gravel
beside the roped-off set, said, "Print that
one, please." Then the crew and actors
moved on to the next scenes until filming
ended with the coming of daylight.
Francesca, a longtime actress and
producer who has her own production
company in L.A., has taken on the job of
directing and producing this year's film
while Philbin is on sabbatical. She is in
constant motion during filming, keeping
steady and upbeat order among the
students and actors milling around her.
"I said [to the students], 'I will teach
you everything I know about filmmaking,
so anything you want to know, get from
me, ask me, stand next to me,"' she said.
"I think they have learned a great deal; I
have learned a great deal. I have been
incredibly impressed with the commitment
level and work ethic from these students."
George Kitson , 22, the first assistant
director on the set, said that the summer
course has helped prepare him for his
future career. A 2004 film and video graduate
from Dewitt, he's saving his money to head
to L.A. to become a director.
"It's nice because I get to be really close
to the director and learn just by watching
her deal with the actors," Kitson said. "It's
a totally professional environment. Every-

one's expected to work as hard as they can
just like they would on a real set, and
everybody does, which is really cool."
The repetition, the 12-hour workdays,
the frenetic activity interspersed with long
periods of waiting are all part of the reality
of moviemaking. Troy Harrison, a 22year-old student from Schoolcraft who
worked as sound mixer on the set, said
the experience has been more intense
and time consuming than he anticipated,
but also completely enjoyable.
"It gives people a chance to see if this
is really what they want to do," said
Harrison, whose goal is to direct. "I'm
sure that the monsoon last night really
separated the people who want to be here
regardless of what happens from those who
don 't." (He said he's in the former camp.)
A test of the crew's mettle had come
late the night before when a sudden
downpour blew in, endangering the lights,
props, and many clays of work. The crew
sprang into action to save the set.
"I thought at first the bugs were
falling," said Francesca, claiming that the
raindrops were bigger than any she's seen
in California. "We shut off our generators
and we had to save all our equipment and
make sure everyone was safe. We had
rehearsed what to do ; everyone on this
crew knew what hi s or her responsibility
was if we got hit by rain, and they did it.
I was just proud as can be."

Set artist Romel Clawson puts up a sign
depicting an Israeli checkpoint on the road
to Ramallah.

Putting a Human Face on the
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
Samantha Humphrey said her screenplay
for A Moment of Grace seemed doomed at
the start. A UCLA graduate and recipient
of a 2004 ABC writing fe llowship for
television, Humphrey had shopped the
script around Los Angeles but found that
the sensitive topic and the daunting task

of creating a Middle Eastern movie set
kept wou ld-be producers at bay.
Enter Grand Valley's Summer Film
Project. A Moment of Grace was among
about 100 screenplays Philbin received in
the program's annual screenplay competition.
He sent it with a few other fin alists to
Francesca , who as director would have
the fina l say.
"They said it was the best screenplay
they had, but the most impossible to do,
so Alba [Francesca] said, 'Let's do it! "'
said Humphrey, who spent a weekend in
June in Grand Rapids to view the filming
at an unused , old medical building. (The
building, renovated by students to look
like a destitute Third World clinic, had
been lent to the film program by Pine Rest
Chri stian Mental Health Services . The
Grand Rapids Gravel Company, which
provided free use of its gravel pits for the
nighttime shooting, graciously trucked 30
yards of sand to Pine Rest to complete the
desert setting.)
"The fact that Grand Valley took on the
task and has been creatively able to do a .
better job than anyone thought could be
done in L.A. has been fantastic," Humphrey
said. "It's so amazing what's been happening
with these kids in Mich igan - doing thi s
serious project about the Middle East
that can affect everyone. It's beyond my
expectations in many ways."
She also credits Grand Valley for taking
on a controversial topic . The film , she said ,
does not take sides, but "puts a human face
on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and tries
to keep it as neutral as possible so that the
audience can make up their own minds."
Local people of Middle Eastern descent
were consulted to give the film authenticity,
including Rabbi Michael Shadick, of
Temple Israel, and Qais Anani, president
of the West Michigan Arab American

Left: Camera operator
Michael Bosman, center,
prepares for nighttime
shooting with first
assistant camera
operator David Patton,
left, and dolly grip
Robert Skrodenis, right.
All three are film and
video students at Grand
Valley. Right: John
Harper Philbin and Jack
Anderson on the set of
'Flickering Blue.'

Association. Israel native Av iram Reichert,
associate professor of music at GVSU,
wrote the musical score. The film was
shot in black and white to give it a gritty,
immediate feel (and to mask the lush
weeds sprouting in the gravel pit) .
The cast members besides Perrette Screen Actors Guild actors from Chicago,
Dearborn and the local community brought with them an array of backgrounds
including Arabic , Muslim , Jew ish and
Christian. "When we started this effort, I
had requested that the students keep their
personal opinions about the Middle East
situation off the set," Francesca said. "The
love between all of these actors and the
generosity of spirit has been so wonderful.
If anything, this has been a little microcosm
of what we would hope this film would do
- we hope it would get people speaking."
Actor James Karen came back on the
scene this year to officiate at opening
ceremonies for the Waterfront Film Festival
in Saugatuck , which featured Flickering
Blue in its lineup , and to hang out on the
student set with Francesca (his wife).
He gave the Summer Film Project high
marks for giving students a real-life taste
of the industry he has been part of for
almost six decades.
"The kids just become moviemakers.
Making a movie is really the only way
you can learn," said the veteran of 80-plus
films, 100 TV shows, and 20 Broadway
productions. "For me, to work with these
kids is really exciting. It means that I'm
passing on something and maintaining a
tradition. I'm very proud of my association
with Grand Valley."
C

C

C

A Moment of Grace will premiere at Studio
28 in Grand Rapids on November 11 . Call
616-331-3668 for more information .

Student authors

transport readers
into their worlds
Via

Literary magazine serves as social voice for students
-

by Michele Coffi ll

In his essay, "Banoom Laura," Seth Doe uses well-defined
character development to tell the fictitious story of one night at a
bar through the eyes of a ve1}' drunk young woman.
For a shorter story, "Coke in the Garage," Doe recalls an event
from his childhood and slightly embellishes it.
Both of Doe's stories appeared in the 2004 issue of Fish/adder,
Grand Valley's Eterary arts magazine of student work. His stories
typify the two sides of a fiction writer: he can either hide behind
his words or be in front of them and vulnerable to readers.
Created and produced by students, and supported with a budget
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from the Writing Department, Fishladder is run like any national
literary magazine. Submissions are judged by a panel of student
readers and then passed to genre editors, then to the editor.
Students argue over submissions and sweat over deadlines, word
length and comma placements. And they learn, as Doe did , that
creative writers have the power to transport readers into their own
worlds.
"I used to just write diary entries, until I learned to make my
writing worthwhile," said Doe, who graduated in April.
Most of Fishladder 's contributors are writing majors. Grand

Last Night
Gabrielle Davis
Iyanna
girrrl I had the best damn
ti me of my life
last night
Moses guided me through the
nig ht woods
I was up ta ma belly in mud
I stopped by Madame Walker's
shop
ta c lean up a bit

Valley is rare - the only one of
Michigan's 15 public universities - in
that it has a Writing Depaitment separate
from the English Department.
The Writing Department is three yeai·s
old. When it was a program within the
English Department, associate writing
professor Dan Royer said that writing
students weren't getting the attention they
needed. At that time, more than J ,200
students were English majors.
"It was a way to focus our program
and develop it, and give our students more
writing courses," said Royer, who serves
as department chai1man.
The department is divided into two
emphases: professional and creative
writing. Of the 150 majors, Royer said
about two-thirds choose creative writing.
Yet those students see the other aspect of
writing through Fishladder.
"Fishladder is a way to give creative
writing students a hands-on look at the
professional w1iting side, through layout
and editing," Royer said. "Producing a
magazine is a way to bring both groups
together and let them observe each other."
As a freshman, Tom Fleischmann was
Fishladder's assistant editor; he's served
as editor for the past two years. Since
fonnation of the Writing Department,
Fleischmann said the quantity and quality
of submissions have improved.
"Last year more than 60 people
submitted about 200 works," he said. "We
have a bigger staff now to promote
Fishladder."
After discussion, ranking and editing,
42 pieces (including artwork and

and I l ook j ust like
Cin derella
naw. probably better
I smoked some of that reefer
with Detroit Red
girrrl he is one devi l
with that f iery hair
then
danced
a lil bit with Bo Jangles
didn't want to show em all
ma moves
Zora was there in the back

Tom Fleischmann has served as editor of
'Fishladder' for two years. During that time,
the number of submissions has increased.

r oom
s haring her s tories
she has a laugh t hat makes
ya ti ngle
we da nced some more
ta Duke an d Count, Louie,
Bill ie , and Ella
chile, I had a sho nuf good
time last night
we danced til I found
religion this morning
listenin to Mahalia
Move on up a little higher.

photography) comprise the 2004
Fishladder. Once called Italics, the
magazine continues to serve as a
reflective, social voice of Grand Valley
students. Amber Eby's creative nonfiction piece is a good example. "Green
Beer and Grievances" stemmed from a
2003 television news broadcast in which
President Bush wai11ed Saddam Hussein
about air strikes over Iraq.
Bush's news conference fell on St.
Patrick's Day, a point made by Eby in her
essay:
"The inside of the apartment is quieter
than its steps. Only one man is talking,
and I don't remember him being invited to
the party . ... He speaks without
interruption; everyone's eyes are glued to
his mouth.
"The message was clear: 'If Saddam
Hussein does not leave Iraq in 48 hours,
we will begin air strikes."' (For more
from Eby, see excerpt on page 24.)
"As students today, we have real easy
lives. There aJe no trials or tribulations,"
said Eby, a senior from Belding. "So
going to waJ - it's real scary for a lot of
people my age."
Eby first wrote the essay for an
introductory creative writing class. Most
writing courses are run as workshops,
small classes in which students critique
each other's works. They ease into
analytical mode by first reviewing their
professor. For many, that meant studying
the works of assistant writing professor
ChJis Haven.
"It was jarring at first. I'm thinking,
'Who am I to tell him this isn't good?"'
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Eby said. "But by the time you get to
upper-level classes, you have the same kids
in classes and you know whose style you
like and whose advice you trust."
Haven and Royer serve as Fish/adder
faculty advisers but they are careful not to
interfere with the submission process.
"I don't want there to be any impression
that faculty would have input on ·a
selection ," said Haven , who specializes in
creative non-fiction. "They get a lot of
exercise in writing workshop classes. They
take it very seriously and it makes them
question what they value in writing."
The end product, Haven said , is one of
the best college literary magazines he has
seen. "It's a collaborative work effort and
when they go onto their careers, they have
a better understanding of how a publication
works," he said .
And parents have a better understanding
of their student's passion . The joke within
the Writing Department is that parents
worry their sons and daughters will be
living on the streets, waiting for their first
advance from a book publisher.
Don't worry, moms and dads. Faculty
members ensure that these students see
clear career paths and know creative
writing isn't an easy, lucrative profession.
Despite a deep devotion for African-

Amber Eby's essay, 'Green Beer and
Grievances,' is reflective of the social
commentary found in 'Fishladder.'
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Seth B. Doe calls characters in his stories 'stylized and weird.' The 'Barroom Laura'
character was based on a Meijer customer.

Green Beer and
Grievances
Amber Eby
I t's mo re th an
qu i et ou tsi de.
Es peci ally for
ou r ap art me nt
comp lex of 20 s omet hin gs.
Es pec iall y for
t he first 70
degree day in
al most s i x
mon t hs .
Espec i ally fo r 8
p.m . on St.
Patrick ' s Day,
t he beer
drinker's
official holiday.
I swirl my own
green beer in its
foa m cup , which
is
i napp r opriately
decorated wit h
tea l palm trees
a nd a f uchsia
coast li ne .
Not hi ng but

silen ce . I ' m
beginning to
worry about my
fr iends. It's
early. Why a r e
they wastin g a
holiday with
weather like
this ? I go ba ck
to the pa rty to
refill my radio acti ve lookin g
d r in k and recruit
my frie nds to
come bac k wi t h
me.
The i nside of
the apa r tme nt is
quieter t han its
steps. Onl y one
ma n is ta l king,
and I don't
remem ber him
being i nvited t o
t he party. He ' s
the only one in
t he r oom not
wear in g green ,
not ho ldin g one
of t he palm tree
c up s, and l ega lly

old enough to
drink. He s peaks
without
interruption ;
everyone 's eyes
are glued to his
mouth .
Th e man a t t he
party ha s
concluded . Th e
mes s age was
cl ear: " If Saddam
Hu ssein do es not
l ea ve Ir aq i n 48
hour s , we will
begin air
strikes. Good
ni ght , a nd God
bl ess America . "
My ge neration is
stunned . Again ,
the silence
beg in s to wo rry
me . This i s the
beginning of ou r
wa r , and none of
us kn ow how to
t ak e it .

American authors Langston Hughes and
Zora Hurston, Gabrielle Davis plans to
use her writing degree to springboard
into a career in library science or college
student affairs.
"I would freelance, or I could use my
writing degree for writing grants. I
won 't be a poor, starving artist," she
said.
Davis ' two poems in Fishladder
reflect her thoughts on family. In
"Beauty Pains" Davis recalls getting her
hair pressed by her grandmother. "Last
Night" retells a story to a younger
cousin in which Davis ' alter ego dances
with Bo Jangles, listens to gospel great
Mahalia Jackson and follows Moses
through the woods. (Read "Last Night"
on page 23.)
"I had just read a book about
Malcolm X, and there were many
histo1ical figures in it. I started to think
of the people I would want my cousin,
Iyanna, to know about," Davis said.
The w1iting courses required of
majors are designed to help students
find their niche. Creative writing
students concentrate in two of three
genres: drama, poetry or fiction. Davis
said poetry provides her the best of two
worlds.

"Fiction is a challenge to me because
I'm writing longer works," Davis said.
"I enjoy poetry. You 're writing a story
and it can be a page long; you can play
with the sentence structure and word
choices and still can say a lot."
Fleischmann said being a writing
major is not so much about learning to
pen a story or poem, it's more about
learning to develop a voice.
Doe enjoys using the extensive
language afforded to a fiction writer. He
called hi s characters stylized and weird
and said the woman in "Bairnom Laura"
was loosely based on a customer he saw
while working at a Meijer store. He is
becoming more comfortable with the
idea of readers recognizing his writing
style and plans to try his hand at making
a living as an author - but one with a
master's degree.
"With an arts degree, it's always a
question of whether or not you really
need a degree," Doe, a native of
Hastings, said. "I would like to take a
year off and work, save money, then go
to grad school. But eventually, I would
like to write fiction , novels, short
stories.
"Now I have enough confidence in
myself and in what I can write."

Gabrielle Davis reflects on family life in her poetry.
'Last Night' (page 23) is a tale of mingling with
historic figures.

Barroom Laura
Seth B. Doe
... and Laura· s head was li ght e r
t han s he re mem bered. I t seemed
t o f lo at. An hou r ag o , i t was
this thick, meaty lump r esting
on her neck. And now, it was a
helium balloon that bobbed and
floated in the air . One of
those foil ones they got at
florists with the cartoon
characters on them . She
wondered which character she'd
be for a second. After that
second , she started to believe
she really was a helium
balloon ....
Slowly, she opened her eyes
to half-mast and looked around :
It was so busy, all of a
sudden. Just an hour ago, there
was nobody here and now it was
packed . When'd it get so busy?
It was a thriv i ng damn club,
practically. ' Cept it was a
ba r . A ba rroom. That wor d
sou nded li ke s omet hing a rhu mba
ban d mig ht perf o rm. A pol ka.
pe rh aps?
"Baaah-r ooom .. . " Laura sai d
s lowl y. Th ese people we r e
li tt l e mo re t han sha pe s.
Imperf ect blob s of color . Ski n
t on es. Flopped at op on e ano ther
in or de r to res emble peopl e.
These bl obs were talking. They
knew eac h ot her, these bl obs
did . . . . They leaned in close
to one an ot her an d they al most
touched. When Laura was
younger. she hated to have
different parts of her meal
touch . If the peas touched the
carrots , that killed the meal
for her. Often, she would
refuse to eat her spaghetti if
it made contact with her
vegetables. She couldn't stop
thinking about that now. What ' s
wrong with these people? She
imagined their faces touching,
cheek-to-cheek, and melding
together . They ' d lose all
in div id ual ity , fo r s ur e. They'd
be gone.
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The mathematics of

voting

Professor takes analytical approach to democratic privilege
- by Michele Coffill
Hang ing chads, third-party influ ences,
plurality voting.

These election terms are familiar banter
in political science courses. How will they
fit in a math class, in which talk usually
revolves around equations, functions and
graphs?
In January, students in a new math
course developed by Jonathan Hodge will
study different voting systems and how
some election outcomes defy clear
fairness properties (and anger voters).
Hodge, assistant math professor at
Grand Valley, began studying the
mathematical properties of voting when he
was earning a bachelor's degree at Calvin
College. His doctoral di ssertation focu sed
on referendum theory.
"With a referendum , there is often no
way for voters to meaningfully voice their
preferences," he said. "What a voter wants
on one proposal might depend on the
outcome of other proposals on the ballot.
In these situations, it's possible for the
winning outcome to be the last choice of
every single voter."
Hodge cites an example on his Web
site: Joe Voter likes both Proposal A and
Proposal B, but feel s that passing both
would place a heavy burden on taxpayers.
He hopes one of the two will pass and
votes "no" on A and "yes" on B.
Unfortunately for Joe Voter and other
taxpayers , both proposals pass. Hodge
said voting on both proposals
simultaneously causes problems.
"The trouble is your preferences are
complicated in the sense that they can't be
boiled down to a 'yes' or ' no ' vote on
each proposal," he said. "There is some
interplay going on here that turns out to
cause a whole mess of ugly election
behavior."
The theory transfers easily to electing
candidates when tlu·ee or more people are
on a ballot. Hodge plans in-depth class
discussions on Jesse Ventura , former pro
wrestler and Minnesota governor (won
1998 election as Reform Party candidate
without a majority vote but by taking
votes from the Democratic and
Republican nominees), and former Vice
President Al Gore (won the popular vote
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in 2000, lost the electoral vote).
The cunent presidential race provides
no end to class material.
"For instance, I'm planning to discuss
why [John] Keny met [Ralph] Nader,"
Hodge said , referring to a spring meeting
between the Democratic presidential

in North Carolina . The two met at a Texas
conference sponsored by the Educational
Advancement Foundation , which supports
discovery-based learning projects with
grant money. Hodge and Klima received
grants to develop the course from EAF,
Grand Valley's Pew Faculty Teaching and

"In these situations, it's possible for the winning outcome
to be the last choice of every single voter."
- Jonathan Hodge
candidate and third-party hopeful.
Traditional elections will continue to
dissatisfy voters. Hodge said one
alternative would be to assign rank (Nos.
1, 2 and 3) to multiple candidates or
referendums; similar to how sportswriters
choose college football 's Reisman trophy
winner each December. But, he said , this
method is also problematic.
"In the 1950s, economist Kenneth
Arrow developed four very basic fairness
criteria that he thought every reasonable

Learning Center and Appalachian State.
While Klima is planning his class
primarily for math majors, Hodge's course
is open to all majors.
"The primary goal is to give students
experience with exploring and discovering
math. In high school , math is often seen as
very procedural and the mathematical
reasoning skills of high school students
are sometimes weak," he said . "This will
be a different view of math , actually
closer to heart of math."

voting system should satisfy ," Hodge said .

Jonathan Hodge, assistant math professor,
creates a preference schedule similar to
one he will share with students who take
his Mathematics of Voting class. During the
winter semester class, students will study
different voting systems and how some
election outcomes defy cl ea r fairness
properties.

"If everyone prefers A to B, then we

shouldn ' t elect B. Anow then went on to
prove that the only system that satisfies all
fo ur criteria is a dictatorship ."
Hodge is co-writing the course
textbook with Rick Klima, assistant math
professor at Appalachian State University
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Exercise not

working

for you? It may not be your fault

Student wins national award for researching factors that could lead to obesity
- by Dottie Barnes
There are some things we just don't
want to know about the food we eat.
And then there is information that stops
us mid-bite. Psychology major Amy
Cooper has uncovered facts that may
change w hat we eat.

chat room where some of the best food
scholars in the world exchange
information," she said.
In her research paper, Cooper discussed
the six hormones and steroids that are
banned by the European Union. The paper

...__
Psychology major Amy Cooper discusses her research paper w ith Bill Whit, associate
professor of sociology. Cooper studied growth hormones in beef and how they may
affect obesity.

Cooper spent four months researching
growth hormones and steroids in beef
production. She wanted to determine
whether there was a connection between
the use of these growth-enhancing
products and the rising obesity rate in the
United States. The information wasn 't
easy to find.
"My research required primarily
European sources," Cooper said. "The
European Union banned the use of growth
hormones and steroids in their beef, so I
needed to find data and studies conducted
in those countries."
Cooper spent hours online and in the
library gathering information from various
sources including endocrinology journals,
food magazines, government publications
and a food-based Web-serve.
"Having access to a Web-serve was
extremely helpful; it's an e-mail related

outlined some of the possible metabolic
and endocrine changes these cause, and
how these changes may contribute to
increased obesity rates.

She managed to conduct extensive
research while working two jobs at Grand
Valley. Cooper is an intern for University
Council and a student secretary in the
Sociology Department. She has also been
busy planning her October wedding to
Mircea Dobre, who is originally from
Romania.
"We are actually having two weddings,
one in Grand Rapids and one in Romania,"
she said .
Cooper presented her paper, "Supersize:
A Comparative Discourse on the
Hormonal Etiology of Obesity," at the
Association for the Study of Food and
Society's conference in New York last
spring. She won the association's
undergraduate paper award.
"This is revolutionary for an
undergraduate paper," Whit said . "I am
working very hard to help get Amy's
paper published. She fully deserves this."
Whit founded the Association for the
Study of Food and Society in 1987; it has
since grown to include 200 members. The
group meets annually, sharing information
on hot topics such as eating disorders, diet
and headaches, obesity, veganism, even
the disappearance of the family meal.
"We are a group of sociologists who
are interested in food ," Whit said. "Amy's
paper brings to the forefront some
noteworthy facts about steroids and
hormones. This generation will never
know what real meat tastes like because of

"This generation will never know what real meat tastes
like because of the effect of chemicals."
- Bill Whit
"What it boils down to is the additives
used in beef production may affect our
body's ability to get rid of extra calories
efficiently," she said.
Cooper became interested in the obesity
epidemic while taking a course on Food
and Society with Bill Whit, associate
professor of sociology. He encouraged
Cooper to explore and write about the
topic.

the effects of chemicals."
Cooper's paper will next be reviewed
by a panel of experts for possible
publication in a journal. Cooper said she
looks forward to graduating in December
and plans to work toward a doctorate in
industrial-organizational psychology.
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Jonathan White

•••

Jonathan White is the executive director of Grand
Valley's Homeland Defense Initiative and one of the
world's foremost authorities on religious terrorism.
Since September 11, 2001, he has been assisting the
government on terrorism issues. He's looking forward
to returning to Grand Valley as a criminal justice
faculty member in January. His book Terrorism: An
Introduction is a bestseller in its fourth edition. He is
also the author of Defending the Homeland and the
forthcoming Terrorism and Homeland Security. The
former dean of social sciences spoke with Grand Valley
Magazine's Brian J. Bowe.

GVM: How did you get interested in
studying teITorism?
White: I was on the police department
SWAT team in Jackson, Michigan, and I
started looking at groups we had in the local
prison. Having a background in both
religion and history, it intrigued me from a
military history standpoint, and it intrigued
me from the various religions and ideologies
of the inmates. So, I started studying it in
the late '70s as a police officer and just
continued. I did some research on it
working on my doctorate.
GVM: There were really very few people
engaging in this kind of work when you
staited. Are there a lot more now?
White: (Laughs.) On Fox News,
everybody's a te1rnrism expert now. We had
a meeting in Washington right after 9/11
and the joke at the meeting was, cai1 you
imagine how many teITorism experts we ai·e
about to see coming forth on television?
GVM: Shortly before 9/11 , you forecasted
an attack similar to that on the World Trade
Center.
White: I had been contracted by an entity
to portray an attack on the United States.
We had worked on it for quite some time
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and I presented it at this organization's
headquaiters in August [2001]. It was an
attack on the World Trade Center by a
radical Islamist group. Ironically, I called it
wrong - I had a biological attack aJ1d it
was Shiites; it was not using technology in
the form of airplanes by Sunnis. But that's
speculation.
One of the things we can learn with
tetTorists is they 're not as innovative as Fox
News and other media would have us
believe. They learn incrementally from the
past. We can ' t get a specific target analysis
by doing this. We can get a very good
haJ1dle on who's going to do it, about the
time they're going to do it, and what kind of
weapons they're going to use. And that's
just good ana lysis. And when we get our
intelligence system fixed, we will be doing
more of that.

GVM: Lefs talk about 9/11. Can you
describe how that day unfolded for you?
White: I was in a deai1s' meeting and we
were talking about classroom allocation,
space allocation, and - let me tell you - I
was sitting on the edge of my seat (laughs).
Somebody opened the door and pointed at
me and made a signal that the phone was
tinging. And I thought, "Who would

interrupt me during Deans' Council?" I
thought it had to be one of my children, and
I thought something had happened. So I
went to the phone aJ1d my heart was
beating, and it was somebody from Grand
Valley's news office who said, "A plaI1e has
crashed into the World Trade Center."
Because of what I study, I knew exactly
what had happened. I made my way over
and watched a videotape aJ1d once the
second plane hit, the phone calls stai·ted
coming in. My wife kept count for me, I
think I did 53 interviews around the world
in the next 24 hours, aJ1d then the interviews
just continued.

GVM: At that moment, did it seem like the
kind of thing that your work had been
preparing you for?
White: Yes. I don't believe in
predestination in some of the strict
Calvinistic senses. But I do find it very
ironic that after being cal led to ministry,
after doing police work filld spending my
academic career studying religion and
terrorism, suddenly on September 11, I
was needed.

GVM: Can you describe Grand Valley's
Homeland Defensive Initiative?

White: Right now it's a very functional
operation. I don' t know what direction it's
going to take when I come back. The
Department of State has asked me to work
with our embassies overseas in training
foreign security forces . The Department of
Justice wants me to continue the briefings
we do. So I imagine our center will have
some role in that. Michigan's Department
of Homeland Defense has asked me to play
a role there. So we'll just let that evoive. It
provides a nomenclature for us to respond
to a variety of needs without costing the
university any money. Because when we
respond to these needs, we get the money.
It's funded through the various agencies
that request our services.

GVM: In 2005 you'll be returning to the
faculty. You 've said there are all kinds of
things you want to share with students.
Like what?
White: I had studied terrorism from the
very theoretical perspective. I've been out
with some of our top counterterrorist
people - both the door-kickers and the
intelligence people. I can bring a new
perspective when I teach about terrorism.
The other thing is, I teach a course that I
absolutely love called "Militarism." This
will give me a new vantage in teaching that
course and courses in police
administration. I've worked with thousands
of police departments, the FBI, the ATF,
the Secret Service. If it's a police
department in the United States, I've had
them in a briefing or I've been out with
them.
GVM: There's a certain level of fear of
terro1ism in this country since 2001. Since
you know so much about it, are you afraid
of a terrorist attack?
White: Oh, yeah, it's going to happen.
There are force multipliers - a force
multiplier is a way you increase your
striking power without increasing your
personnel. For example, if you have
muskets and 40 soldiers attacking a fort,
give them modern rifles and that's a force
multiplier. It makes 40 soldiers a heck of a
lot more potent than 40 soldiers with
muskets.
There are four force multipliers in
terrorism. One is transnational support,
when a terrorist group can transcend
national boundaries. Another is technology,
a terrorist group can either use existing
technology as a weapon like 9/11 , or they
can use a technological weapon. Another
force multiplier is the media; the media

can make a very small group of people
look like they are controlling the world. In
fact, the media is very good at that,
especially the 24-hour cable news
networks. And the fourth force multiplier is
religion. We have all four of those force
multipliers in place now. They were in
place in the early ' 90s and I was afraid of
terrorism then and I have the same level of
fear. Does that mean we're frozen in place?
No. Does it mean we're going to get hit?

Yes. What frightens me most is not
terrorists striking - that's going to happen
and that's going to continue to happen at
least for the next 20 years. What frightens
me most is not responding. Terrorism is a
way of fighting and the tactics used are
perpetually evolving; they're working
incrementally. Learn those tactics and
counter it. That's what frightens me most,
is that we won't do it.
I'm limited in what I can say politically
in my current job - which is another
reason I can't wait to get back in the
classroom. But we can' t fight terrorism
with political rhetoric. We can ' t fight
ten-orism by calling jihadis "evi l-doers."
We can't fight terrorism by invading the
wrong country. We fight terrorism by
finding the network and neutralizing the
people. Not with political rhetoric - and I
hope our country gets beyond that political
rhetoric. And I probably just got myself in
trouble with that answer.
For an expanded interview with Jonathan
White, visit Grand Valley Magazine's Web
site at www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.
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Alumni athletic trainers help forge way
for new degree program
Athletic trainers have long been a
team's unsung heroes, helping athletes
to prevent, or recover from, injuries.
At Grand Valley, student athletic trainers
can now major in the subject and earn a
degree. Previously, students could major
in physical education with emphasis in
athletic training. The Board of Trustees
approved the degree program in June.
Gretchen Gariepy, ' 04, is attending
Western Michigan University and working
as a graduate assistant athletic trainer for
the Bronco football team . She said she's
proud of Grand Valley's program.
"I've received a well-rounded education,
both academically and professionally,"
said Gariepy, of Prudenville. "The practical
experience I received by working with nearly
all the Laker teams has shown me what
life and work will be like in the real world."
Shari Bartz, director of the Athletic
Training Education Program, said, "The
health care field is constantly changing
and expanding. This allows us to offer
more related topics and serve our students
better." Bartz, '92, was an accomplished
Laker swimmer and is the first graduate
of the Grand Valley program to earn a
doctorate in athletic training.
The athletic trainer is an integral member
of the health care team in secondary
schools, colleges, sports medicine clinics,
professional sports programs and industrial
health care settings. Grand Valley alumni
athletic trainers have found jobs around
the country. For example:

• Jessica Emlich, '00 and ' 02, is attending
the University of Southern Mississippi
and completing requirements for a
doctorate in athletic training. After
graduation, she will be the clinical
coordinator of athletic training at
Franklin College in Indiana.
Veteran Laker softball coach Doug
Woods, ' 85, founded Grand Valley 's athletic
training program in the early 1970s.
"Doug's hard work and dedication to
both the academic and athletic aspects of
training have earned him the respect of his
students, fellow faculty members and
athletic trainers here and around the state
and country," Bartz said . The program
became accredited in 1978, joining
Central Michigan University as the only

two universities in Michigan to offer
athletic training.
An early graduate, Lorin Cartwright,
'79, is the athletic director at Ann Arbor's
Pioneer High School and a past president
of the Michigan Athletic Trainers Society.
"At Grand Valley, I was a basketball
player who got cut from the varsity,"
Cartwright said. "I wanted to fill my
afternoons productively, and I asked Doug
Woods if I could help out. Of course, he
gave me a job in athletic training, and it
became a degree, then a career.
"B ut to me, the most important thing
about athletic training at Grand Valley was
that it gave women an equal chance to get
started in a profession that had been
exclusively male for so many years."

"I've received a well-rounded education, both academically and
professionally." - Gretchen Ga riepy

• Eric Broekhuizen, ' 99, is the head
athletic trainer for the University of
Michigan's men's basketball team.
• Dan Lorenz, ' 99, had spent several
years at a sports medicine clinic in
Chicago and is now an athletic training
intern at Duke University. He has been
invited to the Olympic Training Center.
• Brian Reese, ' 86, advanced from a
position as head trainer at South
Carolina's Furman University to new
duties as director of football operations
at Vanderbilt University in Nashville.
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Athletic training graduate Gretchen Gariepy, '04, works on injury rehabilitation and
stretching w ith Laker sophomore volleyba ll player Kelsey Schuiteman.
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Free Web-based job search tools available to alumni
Alumni now have free

,.m.."""""'-""....,=-'"=~"'-"""""""""'"'"""..,...""'....,. access to Web-based job search
· tools through Grand Valley's
Career Services Office.
"The system is called Career
Connections," said Chris
Plouff, director of Career
Services. "It gives alums an
opp01tunity to post their resumes
and to search job listings

submitted to the university."
To set up an account, visit
www.gvsu.edu/careers, or call
the Career Services Office at
616-33 1-33 11. A resume must
be submitted to receive full
access to the system. Alumni
can also visit Career Services
offices at the Allendale and
Pew Grand Rapids campuses.

Plouff invited alumni who
work at companies that are
hiring to include GVSU in
their plans. Job openings and
job fair notices can be posted,
resumes reviewed and recruiting
dates announced by contacting
Career Services at the phone
number above, or sending an
e-mail to career@gvsu.edu.

•••

She's a 'Techno-Laker'
Among the thousands of fa ns expected
at the "Bash at the Big House" in Ann
Arbor on November 6 will be Natalie
Sluja, '96, of Kentwood. But she' ll have a
problem deciding which team to support.
Sluja holds degrees from both Michigan
Tech and Grand Valley and is a big fa n of
both football teams.
Sluj a earned a bachelor's degree in
medical technology from Michigan Tech
in 1987, after graduating from Negaunee
High School in the Upper Peninsula.
"Michigan Tech is very strong in the
biological and life sciences, and that's
where my interests were and are," said
Sluj a, who was inspired to seek an
education and career in science by her
high school chemistry teacher.
"I wanted to do more than watch
distillation columns drip, so I went
into Grand Valley's School of Public

Administration with a health care
concentration to solidify my scientific
education and add some management
skills."
Sluj a is a clinical laboratory scientist
with a Grand Rapids medical technology
firm. Despite her busy schedule as a
scientist, wife and mother of two yo ung
children, Sluja still finds time to keep up
with the Huskies and the two-time
national champion GVSU Lakers .
"I followed the Huskies when I was in
school at Michigan Tech, but, of course,
hockey was the big sport there," she said.
"We're bummed about the [financial]
difficulties and challenges the Tech
program is having, and we're optimistic
that 'The Bash' will help them through
these tough times. We also fo llow Laker
foo tball and have been delighted with the
team's recent successes."

Natalie Sluja, of Kentwood, has degrees
from Grand Valley and Michigan Tech.
She'll have a t ough time deciding which
tea m t o support at t he November 6
' Bash at t he Big Ho use' in Ann Arbor's
Michigan Stad ium.

2005 Alumni Travel Program includes exotic ports of call
Ire!ana

Global Holidays offers an array of enchanting
destinations in its 2005 series of cruises and to urs.
Below is the 2005 GVSU Alumni Travel Program
itinerary.
• Caribbean cruise: Eight days, seven nights aboard
the M/V Costa Victoria. January-March departures.
• Rome: Depaitmes in Februai-y and March.
• China: 13-day/11 -night cruise stops in Shanghai ,
Beijing and Xi'an. Departures in March-Jul y.
• Vienna: Departures in April.
• Greek Isles and Italy: Depaitures in May.

• Ireland: Depaitures in September and October.
• Italian Riviera and Tuscany: Departures in
September and October.
• Switzerland and Germany: Departures in
September and October.
Learn more about the Alumni Travel Program
at a preview event on November 1, from 6-8 p.m.,
in the Loosemore Auditorium at the DeVos Center.
For more information, contact Assistant Director of
Alumni Relations Kim Schnud t at 616-33 1-3592,
toll-free 800-558-0541 , or at schmidtk@gvsu.edu.
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Alumni clubs host special events
Despite intermittent rain and an
unseasonable chill in the air, the GVSU
Lansing Alumni Club made its presence
known at the ballpark. Director of
Athletics Tim Selgo traveled from
Allendale to show off the Division II
United States Sports Academy Directors'
Cup, given to the nation's top overall
collegiate sports program.
Lansing area alumni who wish to join
the club can send an e-mai l to Cathy
Carson, '92, at carsonc@msu.edu.

GVSU alumni clubs and chapters
met for a variety of events during
the summer. There are 19 pi lot
regional clubs around the country;
to start a club in your area, call
Alumni Re lations at 1-800-558-0541
or send an e-mail to Kent Fisher at
fisherk@g vsu.edu.

West Michigan
Grand Valley alumni from West
Michigan enjoyed the thrilling sights
and sounds of the Muskegon Air Fair
on July 3.
More than 250 alumni and friends
gathered in a runway-side chalet to watch
air power demonstrations of all types,
including hang gliders, a wing walker,
Navy and Air Force combat aircraft, a
re-enactment of the attack on Pearl Harbor
and a team of "Flyin' Elvis" skydivers.
The group included members from the
GVSU Grand Haven Alumni Club, under
the leadership of Heather Hardy, ' 01; and
the first event for members from the newly
chartered Kirkhof College of Nursing
Alumni Chapter, led by Elaine Leigh, '02,
of Grand Haven. ..,

North Carolina

Former teammates Carl Pollard, '89, and
Winfred Caddell, '89, share a laugh before
the 2004 Football Golf Outing.

in the NCAA Division II preseason poll ...
by Street and Smith's Magazine. The
foursome of Steve Coda, Scott Mervenne,
Todd Boonstra and Kent Linkfield won the
scramble, which drew 116 golfers. Former
NFL stars and Laker alumni Eric Lynch
(Detroit Lions) and Ron Essink (Seattle
Seahawks) played in the event. Also on
hand was former head coach Tom Beck,
who was inducted into the College
Football Hall of Fame in August.

Lansing
An enthusiastic group of 56 Lansing
area Grand Valley alumni enjoyed a
ballpark barbecue and Lansing Lugnuts
game at Oldsmobile Park in Lansing
on July 27 . ..,

North Carolina rolled out its steamiest
weather on July 10 when the GVSU Alumni
Association's North Carolina Club gathered
in Kinston for a Carolina barbecue and a
Kinston Indians baseball game.
Club leader Jim Clabuesch, '87, said
Grand Valley alumni came from all over
the Tarheel State for their second event
since forming as a club in November. The
group first met in Cary, N.C., to cheer on
Laker men's and women 's cross country
teams in the NCAA Division II National
Championships.
Grand Valley alumna Sarah Frazier,
'03, now working in group sales with the
Indians, welcomed 19 alumni to historic
Grainger Stadium. Other attendees included
Jirn and Carolyn Huettel of Durham; Pioneer
Class member Annie Comor-Jacobs, '67,
of Wilmington; Carrie Lewis, '93, of
Winterville; Dennis, '95, and Karen Van
Dreumel of Fuquay-Varina; Rick Morefield,
'85, and his family from Salisbury. Former
GVSU University Development staff
member Mary Collin, who lives in Charlotte,
and her family also made the trip to Kinston.

...

Lakeshore alumni and friends enjoy the
sights and sounds of the 2004 Muskegon
Air Fair.

Football alumni
Laker football heroes from the past teed
it up at the Meadows on June 26 for their
23rd annual golf outing, which serves as
a fund-raiser for the football team. More
than $7,000 was raised.
Head football coach Chuck Martin gave
a preview of the 2004 Lakers, ranked No. 1
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Vic Rosendale '88, and Suzan Rosendale
'80, enjoy an evening at Oldsmobile Park
in Lansing.

North Carolina alumni gather before a
Kinston Indians baseball game.
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Winner of Meinecke Scholarship named
A non-traditional student, Thelmeshia
Willi ams of Kentwood, is the 2004 winner
of the Robert H. "Corky" Meinecke
Scholarship, named for the 1977 alumnus
and sportswriter.
Williams's studies at Eastern Michigan
University were interrupted by maITiage, a
child, and travel with her husband, who
was then a member of the U. S. Air Force.
She held a se1ies of retail and
admini strative positions, then returned to
the Grand Rapids area followin g her
husband 's service discharge.
She earned an associate's degree from
Grand Rapids Community College in
2003 and was an intern for the Grand

Rapids Hoops basketball team. She began
her Grand Valley career last winter,
majoring in advertising and public relations.
The Corky Meinecke Scholarship
benefits Grand Valley students who are
interested in sports communications.
Meinecke was a student employee in the
GVSU Sports Information Office in the
mid- ' 70s and wrote for the Lanthorn. A
sportswriter for three newspapers,
Meinecke died from cancer in 1997.
Williams was honored August 3 at
the annual Corky Meinecke Memorial
golf outing, an event that raises money
to fund the scholarship.

Thelmesia Williams speaks at the Corky
Meinecke golf outing held at the Meadows.
She is the third recipient of the Meinecke
scholarship.

··· -----------------------Alumni dig classic
Motown sounds
The smooth, unmistakable Motown
sounds of the Temptations Review
Featuring Dennis Edwards is a classic
part of Michigan history. The quintet
thrilled a group of 66 Grand Valley alumni
and family members at a concert in Grand
Rapids' Meijer Gardens on July 14.
Hosts George Fuller, ' 78 and ' 93
(Edwards' cousin); Rochelle Fuller, '83;
Tony Miller, '98 and ' 02; and Christy and
Curtis Holt, both '85 , welcomed alumni to
the picnic reception and show.

Calendar of events
2004

2005

Oct. 23 (Homecoming)

Jan.-Nov.

Noon-6 p.m.: Alumni hospitality tent,
Al umni House

Alumni Travel Program departures.
See article on page 31 *

3-6 p.m.: Free tailgate party (food,
cash bar), Alumni House

Jan. 15

Laker football vs. Northwood,
Lubbers Stadium, 7 p.m.

•
•
•

Nov. 6
Bash at the Big House
Laker football vs. Michigan Tech,
Michigan Stadium, Ann Arbor, l p.m .
Nov. 10

April 29

Distinguished Alumni/Outstanding
Educator Dinner, Alumni House, 6 p.m.
April 30

Commencement, Van Andel Arena,
Grand Rapids
May7

Laker men's basketball vs. Michigan State
Breslin Center, East Lansing, 7 p.m.

Alumni Association Board of Directors
Meeting. Time and location TBA.

Dec. 10

June 18

Distinguished Alumni/Outstanding
Educator Dinner, Alumni House, 6 p.m.
Dec. 11

Commencement, Van Andel Arena,
Grand Rapids

Ennis Young, '98, and his wife Keisha enjoy
an eveni ng of Motown music at t he
Temptations Review Concert at Meijer Gardens.

Alumni Association Board of Directors
Meeting. Time and location TBA.

All Alum Golf Outing, Meadows.
One flight, 1:30 p.m.
June 25

Football Alumni Golf Outing, Meadows.
Ti me TBA.

* For more information on the 2005 Alumni Travel Program, contact Kim Schmidt, '88
and '00, in Alumni Relations at 616-331-3592, toll-free 800-558-0541, or via e-mail at
schmidtk@gvsu.edu. For up-to-date calendar information, visit www.gvsu.edu/alumni.
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1970s
Manfred Tatzmann, B.A., 1970, was awarded
the Brain Injury Association of Michigan 's "2004
Chairperson Award ."

Kathleen M. Kinkema, B.A., 1979, is a professor
of kinesiology at Western State College of Colorado.
She was named "Pathfinder Award" winner for the
State of Colorado by the National Association of
Girls and Women in Sports. Kinkema is the chair
of the Sport Sociology Academy for the National
Association for Sport and Physical Education.

William W. Glover, B.S., 1971, earned an
executive doctorate of management degree from
the Weatherfielcl School of Management at Case
Western Reserve University in Ohio. Glover is
the director of the leadership institute at Lourdes
College in Sylvania, Ohio.

Karen M. Watkins, B.S., 1979, sell s residential
properties part-time with Prudential California
Realty. She continues to work as an occupancy
lease analyst for Contra Costa County.

Mary E. Melling, B.A., 1972, earned a master's
degree in social work and certification in substance
abuse therapy from Western Michigan University.
Melling is a contracted therapi st for Journey' s of
Michigan in Jackson.

Stacy D. (Blair) Broas, B.S., 1980, opened Creative
Fringe in downtown Grand Haven. The shop sells
beads and jewelry-making supplies in addition to
offering classes and workstations. Broas had worked
as a textile specialist for Herman Miller.

Michael S. Ammann, B.B.A., 1974, and M.B.A.,
1978, is president of the Solano Economic
Development Corporation of Fairfield, California.

Patricia A. Gabriel, B.S., 1981, and M.Ed.,
1986, retired from her position as teacher and
coordinator of Jenison School District's Gifted
and Talented ACT program. Gabriel spent all but
one of her 27 years with the district at Sanely
Elementary School.

Doyle A. Hayes, B.B.A., 1975, was named to the
board of directors of Marcom Solutions. Hayes is
president and CEO of Pyper Products Corporation.
Stephen L. Snider, B.B.A., 1976, and M.B.A.,
1980, was appointed human resources manager for
Presbyterian Healthcare Services of New Mexico.
Snider has been working in human resources for
27 years.
Deirdre A. (Kosak) Toeller-Novak, B.S., 1976, is
the executive director of the Children's Assessment
Center of Grand Rapids. She had been executive
director of the Kent County Humane Society.
Don Doggendorf, B.S., 1977, is a program
management specialist for the National Job Corps
Alumni Association. Doggendorf was previously
a vocational manager for Potomac Job Corps.
Theodore C. Manning, M.A., 1977, was inducted
into the Michigan Hi gh School Football Coaches
Association Hall of Fame. Manning is the athletic
director and varsity football defensive coordinator
at Schoolcraft High School. He has coached at
Schoolcraft for 22 years, and has been the athletic
director for 18 years.
Ave M. Veneklasen, B.S., 1977, owns Studio
Deeplyart in Jackson. Veneklasen has been pursuing
her artistic career for more than 25 years, exhibiting
throughout Michigan and the Chicago area.
Kathleen A. Gal"field, B.A., 1978, and M.P.A.,
1988, has received the "S pirit of Service" honor
award from the Michigan Assisted Living
Association. Garfield is the operations administrator
with Heritage Property Management in Grand Haven.
Jill A. (Morrison) Ryan, B.S., 1978, was named
"Woman of the Year" by the American Association
of University Women. She was selected because
her campaign to bring the arts to the Wyandotte
Downriver area. Ryan is a corporate administrator
for Pioneer Steel.
Ann C. Villemure, M.Ed., 1978, retired as
principal of Granclville's Century Park Learning
Center. Throughout her educational career,
Villemure taught at Cenu·al Elementary, Cummings
Elementary and Grandville Midd le School. She
served as principal of West Elementary for 10
years before joining Century Park Learning Center.

1980s

Faith M. Heikkila, B.S., 1981, accepted an
invitation from the Ph .D. Upsilon Phi Epsilon
chapter of Nova Southeastern University to
become a member in the Internationa l Honor
Society for Computing Sciences. He ikkila is an
information technology project manager for the
Kalam azoo offi ce of Miller, Canfield, Paddock,
and Stone, PLC.
Eivor I. (Hoom) Swan, B.A ., 1981, and M.Ed.,
1987, was named superintendent at Wayland
Union Public Schools. Swan had been assistant
superintendent at Kelloggsville Schools for
four years.
Timothy F. Macken, B.S., 1984, is vice president
of clinical services development at Heritage
Behav ioral Health Center of Decatur, Illinois. He
has been with the company for more than eight
years. Macken prev iously worked at Van Buren
County Mental Health Services of Paw Paw.
Jeffrey S. Alexander, M .B.A., 1987, was named
vice president/chief operating officer for Hackley
Hosp ital of Muskegon. Alexander has been with
Hackl ey since 2000. He had been vice president
of Forest Health Services in Ann Arbor.
Robert C. Callejas, B.S., 1987, works for
Hamilton Community Schools as the assistant
director of technology. Callejas had worked at
Haworth Inc. as a co mputer technic ian . Callejas
also volunteered as projec t manager for a home
construction program in Honduras for two years.
Timothy S. Wiles, B.S., 1987, is a prop master for
films like 50 First Dates. Wiles works with
companies that place their products in movies.
Gregory S. Bonzelaar, B.B.A., 1988, is vice
president of investments with Highmark Securities
in Dall as, Texas. Bonzelaar had been president of
Bonzelaar Financial Services.
Monique J. (Postmaa) Kasmauskis, B.A., 1989,
is president and general manager at Image Tours
Inc. of Grand Rapids. Kasmauskis has been with
the company since she was a child, developing a
tour around the Baltic region and Russia at 18 and
working as a trave l agent in high sc hool.
Kevin J. Lastacy, B.B.A., 1989, was promoted to
national account manager for Imperial Chemical Inc.
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Kimberly A. (Yoder) Mayer, B.S., 1989, is the
human resources manager for Stryker of Kalamazoo.
She is responsible for sales, customer service and
marketing for the medical division. Mayer had
been director of human resources for SoccerZone
for seven years.
Mark C. Meyers, M.P.A., 1989, is the city
admini strator for the city of Norton Shores.
Meyers had been admini strative serv ices
director/assistant to the administrator since 1995.

1990s
Sharon M. Buursma, M.B.A., 1990, was named
executive director of Heather Hills Retirement
Village of Grand Rapids. She had been an
executive vice president at Spectrum Health.
Brent R. Noskey, B.S., 1990, and M.Ed., 1994,
was named principal of Murray Lake Elementary
in Lowell Area Schools. Noskey began his career
in Lowell in 1990 as a special education teacher.
He then taught third grade from 1994-95 and fifth
grade from 1995-2003.
Michael 1~ Cupples, B.S., 1991, was named head
baseball coach at Grand Rapids Com munity
College . Cupples served as assistant baseball
coach for l 3 years
Jeffery T. Kieliszewski, B.S., 1991 , is a fullylicensed forensic psychologist in Grand Rapids.
Kieli szews ki provides psychologica l evaluations
for federal and state courts, serves as an expert
witness and consults with attorneys and law
enforcement agencies.
Daryn R. Lawson, B.B.A., 1991, is a franchise
owner and operator for GolfTEC of Troy. He
served as director of instruction for the company
in Denver, Colorado, for seven years. Lawson has
been a PGA member for 15 years.
Sylvia J. Simons, M.S.N., 1991, chief operating
officer of Holland Home, received the "Outstanding
Alumni Award" from Grand Valley's Kirkhof
College of Nursing.
Curt A. Theune, B.S., 1991, was promoted to
detective and school liai son officer for the Spring
Lake/Ferrysburg Department. Theune, a I 0-year
veteran with the department, is also a basic life
support instructor and child passenger safety seat
techni cian.
Eric J. Knapp, B.A., 1992, was recently ordained
for priestly mini stry by the Chicago Province of
the Society of Jesus. He is associate pastor at St.
Procopius Parish in Pil sen, Illinoi s.
Tamber L. Moore, B.S., 1992, was appointed
to the Grand Rapids Civil Rights Recognition
Commission. Moore is a program manager for
Delta Strategy.
Arthur J. Henry, Jr., B.B.A., 1993, was named
the suppli er cost manager for the chass is division
of Ford Motor Company in Dearborn . Henry had
been the cost spec ialist fo r the car business unit.
Michael J. McClain, B.S., 1993, M.H.S., 1997,
and M.P.A.S., 2000, was named pres ident-elect
of the Michigan Academy of Physician Assistants.
McClain had been working as a hospitalist physician
assistant at Borgess Hospital in Kalamazoo since
2001.
Suzanne (Rake) Ferenczhalmy, B.B.A., 1994,
is an optomeu·ist at Andrews Air Force Base in
Maryland. Ferenczhalmy had been an optometrist
at the Pentagon.

ALUMNI IBRIEFS
Boris Jukic, M.B.A., 1994, is an associate professor
at Clarkson University 's School of Business in
Potsdam , New York. Jukic was an assistant
professor at George Mason University's School
of Management in Virginia.
Michael L. Piotrowski, B.A., 1994, and M.S.,
1998, is a boom microphone operator for \he Fox
comedy Arrested Development. Piotrowski also
worked on the TV series Dawson's Creek and
movies like O and The Patriot.
Terri L. Portice, B.S., 1994, and M.Ed., 1999
and 2000, was named principal at Ridgeview
Elementary School for the Sparta School District.
Portice was the principal at Marshall Elementary
School in Byron Center.
Len A. Van Popering, B.B.A., 1994, was promoted
to director of strategic planning for Russell
Corporation in Atlanta, Georgia. He wi ll be
responsible for corporate long-range planning
and acquisition analysis. Van Popering had been
marketing manager for Russell 's JERZEES and
Cross Creek brands.
Stephen D. Brinks, B.S., 1995, was named
"Teacher of the Year" by East Elementary School
and Wal-Mart of Grandville. Brinks has taught at
East Elementary for nine years.
Terrence G. Williams, B.S., 1995, was named
the boys' varsity basketball coach at Union High
School of Grand Rapids. Williams had been the
junior varsity basketball coach at Ottawa Hills
High School.
Pamela L. (Williams) Davis, B.S., 1996, and
M.P.A., 1999, was elected secretary of the
Tennessee Association of Physician Assistants.
Debra K. Miesch, B.S., 1996, is the chief
operating officer at the Fell smere Community
Health Coa lition in Fell smere, Florida.

Charles W. Lepper, M.Ed., 1998, was appointed
associate clean of student affairs for Ivy Tech State
College of Anderson, Indiana. Lepper had been
employed as associate director of housing and
residence education at Sli ppery Rock University
of Pennsylvania.

Christopher M. Mabie, B.A., 2001, is the chief
executive officer and board chairman of Rally
Point Inc., a non-profit corporation working to
establish a transitional living faci lity and service
center for homeless and at-risk veterans who live
in West Michigan.

Kevin A. Rhein, B.S., 1998, was named assistant
principal of Marine City High School. Rhein had
been a social studies teacher and footba ll coach at
Lamphere High School in Madison Heights for
five years.

Debra K. Mann, M.Ed., 2001 , was named
principa l at Griffin Elementary School in Grand
Haven . Mann has worked at Grand Haven Public
Schoo ls since 1996, when she was hired as a
teacher at Robinson Elementary School.

Jacob L. Sparks, B.A., 1998, Ottawa County
sheriff's deputy, was named "Officer of the Year."
Sparks serves as the department's liaison to West
Ottawa Public Schools.

Renee L. Molyneux, B.B.A., 2001, is the
information services coordinator for Grand Haven
Area Publi c Schools. She had been administrative
secretary to the assistant superintendent of
business serv ices for more than seven years.

Christopher S. Van Wyk, B.A. and B.S., 1998, is
a presidential management fellow fo r the Federal
Transit Administration in Washington, D.C. Van
Wyk graduated from Georgetown University with
a juris doctor and master's degree in public policy.
Sarah K. Brenner, B.B.A., 1999, and M.B.A.,
2002, was hired as an assistant attorney general
in the education and social services division of
the Department of the Attorney General's Lansing
office.
Joy M. (Minnema) Cottrell, B.B.A., 1999, was
promoted to customer energy speciali st for
Consumers Energy. Cottrell joined Consumers
Energy in l 999 as a commercial and industrial
account specialist.
Thomas
manager
for three
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W. Enright, B.S., 1999, has been park
for the Flushing Township Nature Park
years . Enright had been the assistant
for Berrien County Parks.

Ryan Porte, B.S., 1996, is an appraiser for the
City of Port Huron.

John J. Kuiper, B.B.A., 1999, vice president of
the indu strial services group for Grubb & Ellis,
was named by Business Direct Weekly as a
"Business Leader under 40." Kuiper received the
"2003 National Achievement Award" by Grubb &
Ellis as one of the top 100 producers nationally.

Kandie J. (Shippy) Bilicki, B.A., 1997, is an
inside sales representative at Compuware of
Detroit. She had worked at SPX Corporation in
Warren as a customer service and account support
representative.

Brook T. Ward, M.P.A., 1999, was appointed
executive director of clinical and ambulatory
services at Bronson Methodist Hospital. Ward
had been director of diagnostics , having joined
Bronson in 2001.

Tarn L. Crow, B.B.A., 1997, is an account
executive for Home Security of America.
Peter J. Haines, M.Ed., 1997, was named the
assistant superintendent at Greenville Public
Schools. Haines had been the assistant
superintendent at Tri County Area Schools.
Jason B. Jarvis, B.S., 1997, was hired as Web
developer at Computer Works Inc.
Chad M. Anderson, B.S., 1998, and B.B.A.,
2003, joined the Mundy Township accounting
and consulting firm as a junior staff accountant.
Anderson had worked at the Department of Health
and Human Services Office of Inspector General
in Lansing.
Melanie L. Bartlett, B.B.A., 1998, is the academic
quality assurance coordinator for General Motors '
Techn ical Education Program in Warren. She had
worked for a market research firm in Livonia.
David Eno, M.B.A., 1998, was promoted to
FTC&H's personnel group leader and team leader
for the civi l team in Farmington Hill s. Eno has
been with the company since 1994.

2000s
Dena B. Doremus, B.S., 2000, is a registered nurse
for the University of Michigan Healthcare System.
Heidi K. Hoekstra, B.B.A., 2000, is studying for
a master 's degree in education from Marygrove
College in Detroit.
Michelle L. McQuiston, B.S., 2000, was hired
as 4-H coordinator for Mason County. McQuiston
had worked for the Mason Lake Conservation
District in environmental education.
Mary 0. Randall, B.S., 2000, was named
assistant coach for Western Michigan Un iversity's
women's basketball. Randall had been assistant
coach at Sacred Heart of Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Lisa M. (Rose) Starner, B.A., 2000, and M.P.A.,
2003, is the director of Mixed Greens: A Children's
Vegetable Project, an educational program to
initiate a school garden network in the Grand
Rapids area to create, promote and support
schoolyard programming.
Alexa M. Vitek, B.S., 2000, graduated from the
University of Detroit Mercy's School of Dentistry.
She is working as a general practice denti st in Alma.

Bonnie S. Runnels, B.S., 2001, was named the
fund-raising administrator for Heartside Ministry
of Grand Rapids .
Slade P. Searight, B.A., 2001, is a spec ial agent
for the Drug Enforcement Administration. He
attended graduate school at Cornerstone University
and worked for both the Grand Rapids Police
Department and Wedgwood Christian Serv ices
while comp leting the DEA hiring process.

R. Jason Clark, M.B.A., 2002, was promoted to
senior project manager of the URS Corporation.
Clark is the department manager for the airport
design division of the Grand Rapids office.
William W. Dlugokienski, B.B.A., 2002, is the
residence li fe coordinator and coordinator of
campus activities for Elmhurst College in Illinois.
He worked as a hall coordinator at the Un iversity
of Missouri -Columbia for two years.
Brian P. Dutkiewicz, B.B.A., 2002, is an
employee benefits sales representative for
Assurant Benefits of Oak Tenace, Illinois.
Karen R. Finch, B.S., 2002, graduated from basic
combat u·aining at Fort Jackson in Columbia, South
Carolina. She is now at Aberdeen Proving Ground
in Maryland to complete the wheeled vehicle
repairer advanced individual training course.
Michele L. Hilger, B.S., 2002, was named event
coordinator for Erickson Retirement Communities
of Naperville, Illinois. She had been the data
coordinator for Erickson Retirement Communities.
Ann Marie E. Klotz, B.A., 2002, joined Ball State
University of Muncie, Indiana, as the residence
hall director. Klotz had been the assistant director
of residence life for Albion College. She is a 2004
graduate of Michigan State University with a
master' s degree in student affairs admin istration ,
and was inducted into the Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society.
Bryan D. McGill, B.S., 2002, is a corporate travel
trainer for Total Travel Management of Troy.
Rachel L. (Lindberg) McGill, B.S., 2002, was
named career focused business partnership
coordinator for Oakland Public Schools.
Beth A. Pawlukiewicz, B.B.A., 2002, is the human
resources consultant for Axios Incorporated of
Grand Rapids in March 2004. Pawlukiewicz had
been employed at Spartan Stores for five years.
David A. Cox, B.S., 2003, plays football as a
defensive linebacker for the Grand Rapids Thunder.
Jennifer K. MacLean, B.A., 2003, was named
communications coordinator for the Kalamazoo
Nature Center.
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Albert S. Reickard, B.A., 2003, is a social
studies teacher at Rockford Public Schools.
Christopher B. Tooman, B.S., 2003, is an
adverti sing manager for the Precision Racing
Organi zation of Ludington .
Martha Wilson, B.B.A., 2003, is an accountant in
the business and finance di vis ion at Grand Valley.
Wil son is active in Toastmasters and Pos itive
Black Women, an organi zation with a scholarship
endowment.
Milinda C. Ysasi, B.B.A., 2003, is a human
resources representative for Cascade Engineering
of Grand Rapids. Y sasi began as an intern for
Cascade Engineering in 1999.
Lyndsey Vitek, B.S., 2004, teaches fifth grade at
Coopersv ille Area Schools.

Marriages_ __ __ _ __

Stephanie N. Plair, B.S., 1999, and Jacolbi Jarrett
on March 7, 2004.

2000s
Timothy M. Haaksma, B.B.A., 2000, and
Daniell e Skinner on December 31, 2003.
Jennifer K. Klemm, B.S., 2000, and Arie
Dougherty on July 20, 2002.
Wendy Kooiman, B.S., 2000, and Andrew Hahn
on June 5, 2004 .
Matthew G. Mattson, B.A., 2000, and Meggan
Gilbert on June 26, 2004.
Mandi S. Thurkettle, B.S., 2000, and Joseph P.
McDuffee on September 27, 2003.
Sarah M. Buysse, B.S., 2001, and Jeffrey Gray
on October 25, 2003.

1980s

Kristen J. Doornbos, B.A., 2001 , and Jeffrey
Brink on December 14, 2002.

Cindy A. DeKock, B.S., 1989, and Blake
Zandbergen on June 17, 2004.

Kelly M. Foster, B.S., 2001, and Christopher
Frayer, B.S., 2003, on July 24, 2004.

Todd A. Giant, B.S., 1989, and Kathryn Rebedew
on May 20, 2004.

Gretchen M. Lewandowski, M.Ed., 2001, and
William Gendron on December 27, 2003.

1990s

Christopher M. Mabie, B.A., 2001, and Jennife r
Lewis on May 29, 2004.

Jadeen C. Soo, B.B.A., 1990, and S imon Baier on
February 28, 2002.
Mathew Golden, B.B.A., 1992, and Kari Golden
on April 24, 2004.
Eric M. Havican, B.S.N., 1992, and Patia Emme
on May 29, 2004.
Suzanne Rake, B.B.A., 1994, and Fred
Ferenczhalmy on March 12, 2004.
Kimbel'ly J. Beck, B.S., 1995, and Kaj Willi ams
on June 7, 2004.
Caroline S. Kuether, B.S., 1995, and M.S., 1998,
and Geoffrey Gwaltney on October 4, 2003.
Martha E. Farrar, B.S., 1996, and Paul Peterson
on October 4, 2003.
Ryan Porte, B.S., 1996, and Tracy Schultz on
May IS, 1999.
Lynnette Williams, B.B.A., 1996, and Antonio
Chears on July 2 1, 2003.
Tim A. Thielbar, B.S., 1997, and Shana Nash on
October 25, 2003.
Rochelle L. Barr, B.B.A., 1998, and Peter
Sartorius on March 20, 2004.
Steven E. Brodnicki, B.S., 1998, and M.S., 2001,
and Beth A. Beaufait, B.S., 2000, and M.S.,
2002, on November 8, 2003.

Gregory T. McManus, B.B.A., 2001, and Anne
Marie Sukup on November 8, 2003.
Lisa M. Olson, B.B.A., 2001 , and Dan Cooper on
October 11 , 2003.
Alan J. Pietrowski, B.S.N., 2001, and Dorota
Sidor, B.S.N., 2002, on April 24, 2004.
Nicole M. Victor, B.S., 2001 , and James D' Apice
on May 29, 2004.
Russell D. l uni, M.Ed., 2002, and Shani Wertman
on July J I , 2003.
Carolyn M. Learmonth, B.S., 2002, and Donald
Moss on July 12, 2003.
Rachel L. Lindberg, B.S., 2002, and Bryan D.
McGill, B.S., 2002, on June 12, 2004.
Keely A. Mininger, B.B.A., 2002, and Ken
Johnson on August 30, 2003.
Sarah M. Sack, B.A., 2002, and Albert S.
Reickard, B.A., 2003, on May 5, 2003.
Jason L. Schrotenboer, B.B.A., 2002, and Krista
Meden on January 3 1, 2004.
Megan E. Holmes, B.S., 2003, and John Boesch
on July 5, 2003.
Kenneth H. Ryan, II, B.B.A., 2003, and Margo
Baisley on November 29, 2003.

Timothy P. Derks, M.B.A., 1998, and Tamarlynn
Faris on October 24, 2003.

Brooke E. Schaap, B.S., 2003, and Aaron Hein
on June 19, 2004.

Kristen L. Douglass, M.Ed., 1998, and David
Paul on August 2, 2003.

Brad J. Siegers, B.B.A., 2003, and Heather
Schipper on December 19, 2003.

Kathel'ine A. Reynolds, B.S., 1998, and Thomas
Kimberly on October 5, 2002.

Births

Chad E. Sluss, B.B.A., 1998, and Melissa Bates
on May 8, 2004.
Shannon Allen, B.S., 1999, and M.Ed., 2001 , and
Ed Hennessey on July 5, 2003.
Robert E. Damoth, B.S., 1999, and Nicole Lallo
on December 20, 2003.

36 I Fa ll 2004

1980s
A son, Dakota Jack, on June 3, 2004, to David M.
Schultz, B.S., 1985, and his wife Laura. Dakota is
welcomed by siblings Sydney, Chase and Drake.
The family resides in Commerce Township.

A daughter, Rayne Alaya, on November 4, 2003,
to Annette K. (Farmer) Thompson, B.S., 1988,
and Robert D. Thompson, B.S., 1987. Rayne is
welcomed by siblings Hunter, Sky and Autu mn .
The fami ly resides in Whitehall.
A son, Samuel Lewis, on September 2, 2003, to
Kimberly A. (Yoder) Mayer, B.S., 1989, and her
husband Joh n. Samuel is welcomed by brother
Maxwell. T he fami ly resides in Portage.
Twins, Shea Marti n and Kline Martin, on July 29,
2003, to Brenda A. (Peters) Peare, B.B.A., 1989,
and Brett M. Peare, B.S., 1993. T he fam ily
resides in Newport.

1990s
A daughter, Kirsten Marie, on October 3, 2003 ,
to Kathleen A. (Keib) Kostecka, B.S., 1990,
and John E. Kostecka, B.S., 1989. Kirsten is
we lcomed by siblings Emilie and Ri ley. T he
fami ly resides in Valparaiso, Indiana.

A daughter, Jada McKenna, on March 16, 2004, to
Korin M. (Borton) Epps, B.B.A., 1991, and her
husband Jamie. Jada is welcomed by sibli ng Jordan.
T he fam ily resides in Streamwood, Illi nois.

A daughter, Alyssa Ann, on April 22, 2004, to
Kimberly H. (Mostowy) Chiminski, B.S.N.,
1992, and her husband Matthew. T he fam il y
resides in Pinckney.
A daughter, Hannah Lynn, on March 5, 2004,
to Stacy L. (Brogren) Gutow, B.S., 1993, and
her husband Kenneth . The famil y res ides in
Farmington Hills.
A son, Drago Nathaniel, on March 9, 2004, to
Kimberly D. (Truckenbrod) Jukic, B.A., 1993,
and Boris Jukic, B.B.A., 1994. Drago is welcomed
by siblings Ivan, Marko and Ana. The fa mily
resides in Fairfax, Virginia.
A son, Alex Michael, on May 14, 2004, to Daniel
E. McLean, B.B.A., 1993, and M.B.A., 2001, and
hi s wife Krista. Alex is welcomed by brothers
Jacob and Lukas. The family resides in Rockford.
A son, Jacob Allan, on April 13, 2004, to Bret J.
Steiner, B.B.A., 1993, and his wife Marti. Jacob
is welcomed by brothers Noah and Adam. The
fa mily res ides in Troy.
A daughter, Karli Christine, on June 10, 2004, to
Brent A. Wichlacz, B.B.A., 1993, and his wife
Laura. T he fa mily resides in Macomb.

A son, Samuel Thomas Marti n, on March 8, 2004,
to Dean M. Arnold, B.A., 1994, and his wife
Christi ne. Samue l is welcomed by sister Emily.
T he fam ily resides in Rockford.
Tw ins, Landon Troy and Delaney Makenna, on
October LS, 2003, to Jody L. (Felton) Carkhuff,
B.S., 1994, and her husband Troy. T he fam ily
resides in Boise, Idaho.
A daughter, Sydney LeBeau, on May 20, 2004, to
Kimberly A. (LeBeau) Fernandez, B.A., 1994,
and her husband Cecil. Sydney is welcomed by
sister Gabrielle. The family resides in Central Lake.

A daughter, Alli son Elizabeth, on May 3, 2004, to
Renae L. (Southgate) Galsterer, B.S., 1994, and
her husband Brian. Allison is welcomed by brothers
Jacob and Owen. The family resides in Grant.
A daughter, Lauren Simone, on February l 2,
2004, to Michelle L. (Crump) Morden, B.S.,
1994, and her husband Mark. The family resides
in Southfie ld.
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A daughter, Lauren Elizabeth, on April 12, 2003 ,
to Hollie S. (Weber) Nippa, B.S., 1994, and Carl
E. Nippa, B.S., 1993. Lauren is welcomed by
sisters Megan and Kaitlyn. The family resides
in Hudsonvill e.
A daughter, Lydia Elaine, on March 29, 2003 , to
Kerry (Easterday) Olvera, B.B.A., 1994, and her
husband Javi er. The fami ly resides in Kentwood.
A son, Tate James, on July 8, 2004, to James E.
Weddigen, B.S., 1994, and his wife Brenda. The
famil y resides in St. Charles, Missouri.
A son , Maxwe ll Xavier, on April 23 , 2003, to
Rachel A. Youells-Henry, B.S., 1994, and Arthur
J. Henry, B.B.A., 1993. The famj]y resides in
Bloomfield Hill s.
A daughter, Lauren Eli zabeth, on April 27, 2004,
to Edward A. Zachow, B.B.A., 1994, and his
wife Ti na. Lauren is welcomed by siblings Kristan,
Ju stin and Aaron. The family resides Rockford.
A son, Nicholas Henry Robert, on December 20,
2002, to Barbara L. (Olson) Albright, B.S.,
1995, and her husband Luke. The family resides
in Aurora, Illinois.
A daughter, Marissa, on Apri l 9, 2004, to Maria
L. (Staten) Bobo, B.S.N., 1995, and her husband
Andre. Marissa is we lcomed by sisters Mariah and
Mya. The fa mil y resides in Southfield .
A daughter, Audrey Kay, on February 24, 2004, to
Lisa A. (Reifert) De Vries, B.S., 1995, and Boyd
E. De Vries, M.B.A., 2002. Audrey is welcomed
by sister Emma. The family resides in Jenison.
Twins, Elij ah Lee and E li ana Lauzon , on May 8,
2004, to Lisa J, (Vines) Eiland, B.A., 1995, and
Jamarl L. Eiland, B.B.A., 1993. Elijah and Eli ana
are welcomed by siblings Jamar! and Janel. The
fa mil y resides in Southfield .
A daughter, Regan Elizabeth, on May 5, 2004,
to Jennifer L. (Ayres) Elliott, B.S., 1995, and
M.P.A.S., 2002, and JC Elliott, B.S., 1997, and
M.P.A .S., 2001. Regan is welcomed by sister
Addison. The famil y resides in Potterville.
A daughter, Katelyn Joyce, on April 7, 2004, to
Kathleen J. (Wagner) Ferrier, B.S., 1995, and
M.S., 1998, and her husband Todd. Katelyn is
welcomed by brother Gavin. T he fa mi ly resides
in Dearborn.
A son, Benjamin David , on April 12, 2004, to
Kl'istine K. (Waldeck) Flynn, B.S., 1995, and
Matthew E. Flynn, B.S., 1992, and M.S., 1994.
Benjami n is welcomed by siblings Jacob and
Maria. The fam il y res ides in Skandi a.
A son, Asher Douglas, on January 8, 2004, to
Michelle C. (Swanson) Heimbuch, M.Ed., 1995,
and her husband Bob. Asher is welcomed by
sibli ngs Zachary and Mairin. The famj ly resides
in Grosse Pointe Park.
Twins, Tomira Lynnette and ToNia Latriece, on
May 14, 2004, to Lynette (Williams) Chears,
B.B.A ., 1996, and her husband Anton io. Tom ira
and ToN ia are welcomed by brother Anton io, Jr.
The fam il y res ides in Detroit.
A daughter, Kaley Marie Elai ne, on April 14 ,
2004, to Wendy A. (McCowan) Douglass, B.B.A.,
1996, and Nicholas J. Douglass, B.S., 2001.
Kaley is welcomed by siblings Meghan and Elij ah.
The fami ly res ides in Fow lerville.
A son, Bryce William, on December 18, 2003 ,
to Dana M. (Grosjean) Helenius, B.S., 1996,
and her husband Ky le. The family resides in
Comstock Park.

A son, John Raymond, on Apri l 22, 2004, to
Matthew J. Mellenberger, B.S., 1996, and hi s
wife Amanda. The fa1ni ly resides in Apex, North
Caro lina.
A son, Mitchell Nicholas, on March I 0, 2000, to
Ryan Porte, B.S., 1996, and his wife Tracy. T he
fa mily resides in Fort Gratiot.
A daughter, Kathrynn Jane, on September 4, 2003 ,
to Adam C. Davis, B.S.E., 1997, and hi s wife
Sondra. Katlu·ynn is welcomed by siblings Alexis
and Jeff. The fam ily resides in Ho ll and.
A daughter, Ky li Jae, on May 5, 2003, to Julie A.
(Roiter) Murphy, B.S., 1997, and her hu sband
Tim. T he fa mil y resides in North Carolina.
A son , Brendon James, on Apri l 5, 2004, to Andrea
E. (Mewhiney) Stec, B.S.N., 1997, and her
husband Deron. The fam il y resides in Livonia.
A son, Andrew Emory, on November 20, 2003 ,
to Betty J. Carter, B.S., 1998, and her hu sband
Andrew. The family res ides in Hart.
A son, Ryan Nathanje], on April 16, 2004, to
Karen A (MacTavish) Gharajanloo, B.A., 1998,
and her husband Rahmon. The fam il y resides in
Livonia.
A daughter, Ana Grace, on April 2, 2004, to Mary
L. (Bement) Ivanov, B.A., 1998, and Ivan Ivanov,
B.S.E., 1998. The fam ily resides in Ravenna.

A daughter, Avy Nicole, on May 10, 2004, to
Rachelle (Grimmer) Warrick, B.B.A., 1999,
and M.B.A ., 2003, and Nathen P. Warrick,
B.S., 2000. The fami ly resides in Twin Lake.

2000s
A son, Brady Alexander, on January 22, 2004, to
Staci A. (Volz) Lowe, B.S., 2001 , and Alex C.
Lowe, B.S., 2000. The fam il y resides in Clawson .
A daughter, Ka itl yn Renee, on January I, 2004, to
R. Jason Clark, M.B.A., 2002, and his wife Jodi.
Kaitlyn is welcomed by brother Natha n. T he
fami ly resides in Grand Rap ids.
A son, Ethan Dona ld, on Ju ly 16, 2003, to Sarah
M . Hines, B.S., 2002, and her husband Jeff. The
fa tnily resides in Grand Rapids.
A son, Ty ler James, on September 22, 2003, to
Nikole A. (Poel) Leenhouts, B.S., 2003, and her
husband Nathan. The fami ly resides in Muskegon.

In Memoriam

------ -

~--- --

Mickeal E. Ashker, White Cloud , Michigan, B.S.,
1978, on May 3 1, 2004.
Gerald C. Boerhave, Knoxville, Tennessee,
B.B .A. , 1974, on August 30, 2003.
Robert L. Breed II, Corva ll is, Oregon, B.B .A.,
1980, on May 4, 2004.

A son, Matthew Robert, on January 22, 2004, to
Shannon L. Klynstra, B.S.N., 1998, and Alan J.
Klynstra, B.S.E., 1998. Matthew is welcomed
by siblings Joseph and Megan. The fam il y resides
in Kentwood .

Terri D. Byrd , Coopersvill e, Mi chigan , B.S.,
1977 , on June 30, 2004.

A daughter, Magan Jane, on June 6, 2004, to Jane
E. (Lobser) Minnaar, B.S., 1998, and Nathan D.
Minnaar, B.S., 1999. The family resides in Wyoming.

Patricia A. (Pearce) Hall , Re idvill e, South
Carolina, B.S., 1986, on May 17, 2004.

Quadruplets, Kelsie Nevada, Sean Anthony, Samantha
Michelle and Lauren Alana, on May 30, 2004, to
Allison M. (Jarvis) Saulino, B.A., 1998, and her
husband Tony. The family resides in Dearborn.
A daughter, Clara Marie, on December 14, 2003,
to Tracey (Feenstra) A. Schriver, B.B.A., 1998,
and her husband William. Clara is welcomed by
sister Andrea. The fmni ly resides in Sparta.
A daughter, Anna Grace, on June 11 , 2004, to
Amanda K. Burgess-Proctor, B.S., 1999, and
Bryan K. Proctor, B.S., 1998. The family resides
in Royal Oak.
A daughter, Kate Lillian , on May 7, 2004, to Sara
K. (Koerner) Crandall, B.S., 1999, and her
husband Mark. Kate is we lcomed by her sister
Logen. T he family resides in Battle Creek.
A daughter, Raegan Lynn, on May 5, 2004, to
Heather A. (Thomas) Fox, B.B.A., 1999, and
Jeffrey D. Fox, B.S., 1999. T he famHy resides
in Phoenix, Arizona.
A son, Gavin Scott, on September 4, 2003 , to
Heathe1· M. (Moline) Hubner, B.B.A., 1999, and
Aaron M. Hubner, B.S., 1997. The famj ly resides
in Hudsonvill e.
A son, Zachary Payne, on May 19, 2004, to Sarah
J. (Blinn) Reid, B.S., 1999, and James M. Reid
III, B.B.A., 1999. The famj ly resides in Petoskey.
A son, Brendan Michael, on Febru ary 12, 2004,
to Stacy E. (Breese) Shaeffer, B.S., 1999, and
Bradley R. Shaeffer, B.S., 1998. Brendan is
welcomed by brother Ethan. The famj ly resides
in Macomb Township.

Donald A. Gillis, Grand Rapids, Michigan ,
B.B.A. , 1977, on June 15, 2004.

Lorraine C. (Corder) Haskin, Grand Rapids,
Michigan, B.A., 1969, on May 5, 2004.
Keith P. Heika, Highland, Michigan , B.S., 1985,
on May 7, 2004.
Rebecca S. (Curtis) Jones, Grand Rapids,
Michigan, B.F.A., 1990, on June I , 2004.
Shannon L. Kronemeye1·, Zeeland, Michigan,
B.S. , 1990, on May 27, 2004.
Cathy M. Marlett, Grand Rapids, M ich igan, B.S.,
1974, on April 16, 2004.
Donn R. Perkins, B ig Rap ids, Michigan, B.S.,
198 1, on December 23, 2000.
Steven M. Serulla, Lancaster, Califo rnia, B.S.,
1978 , on January I , 1996.
Richard E. Shier, South Haven, Michi gan, B.S. ,
1980, on May 8, 2004.
Larry D. Zolman, Jenison, Michigan, M.B.A. ,
1977 , on May 5, 2004.

000
To submi t a brief for an upcoming issue of Gremel
Valley Magazi11.e, send an e-mail to Katie
Humphrey at hurnphkte@gvsu.edu, or ma il it to
GVSU Alumni Relations, Alumn i House, l
Campus Drive, Allendale, MI 4940 I. Briefs may
also be subtnitted online at www.gvsu .edu/alumni.
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OFF I THE PATH

HIBH
CHIEV
WGVU GENERAL
MANAGER CHALLENGES
WORLD MOUNTAINS

-

by Karen M . Hogan

Michael Walenta is a man with an
active schedule. He not only runs Grand
Valley 's public radio and TV stations, but
his recreational pursuits have included
scaling heights and saving lives.
The general manager of WGVU radio
and television may be trekking through
Nepal, rappelling some of the country's
most challenging mountains, or clipping
along Lake Michigan aboard the 50-foot
Champosa in the Chicago to Mackinac
yacht race. And when the snow flies, the
National Ski Patrol member is kicking up
fresh powder.
That is how the 46-year-old recharges
his batteries to fuel a dynamic, behind-thescenes job. Move beyond his occasional
on-air appearances during fund -raising
periods and you ' 11 find a focused,
determined professional, orchestrating the
dramatic growth and reach of West
Michigan's public broadcast radio and
television stations.
During his 16-year tenure at WGVU,
Walenta has increased local programrning
by 400 percent, secured the acquisition of
three radio stations, maintained a $6
million operating budget with 52 full-time
staff members, 40 student interns and
1,700 volunteers.
If high energy is a prerequisite for
broadcast, Walenta has the market
covered.

Michael Walenta, general manager of WGVU radio and television, stops for a photo while
climbing Mount Ranier in Washington. Shortly after the photo, the climbing group was
forced to retreat back down the mountain because of high w inds and a pending storm.

He's been driven to new heights since
hi s childhood in Petoskey, when Lake
Michigan served as hi s family 's yearround playground. The northern town and

It was one formula that did not mix.
After taking several pre-pharmacy courses
at North Central Michigan College and
Ferris State University, Walenta knew

"It's very liberating. It's a release
from everything.'' -MichaelWalenta
its lake-effect snow allowed all four
Walenta children to enjoy winter and
water sports. During high school,
Walenta's father, Thomas, steered him
toward the reins of the family-owned
pharmacy.

another career path was in order. A
professor knew Walenta had dabbled in
sound work for a local band and suggested
that he enroll in a broadcast class.
"I just fell in love with television and
never looked back," he said. After earning

OFF ITHE PATH

bachelor 's and master 's degrees from
Central Michigan University, he worked
for a variety of stations around the
country, and along the way di scovered a
passion for mountain climbing.
"It's very liberating," he said. "It's a
release from everything."
Some of his climbing highlights
include a two-day hike at Nevada 's
Boundary Peak. The mountain is 22 miles
fro m civilization. " It was just me and 10
million stars," he said.
The adventures continued .
Walenta was climbing Borah Peak in
Ida ho when he saved the life of
a man who had suffered
a partial stroke. The
veteran climber also
helped rescue a woman
duri ng a two-week aid
mission in Nepal. A fierce
th understorm hit 22 trekkers
and 24 porters as the group
ascended to 11 ,000 feet. The
thu nderstorm then quickly turned
into a bli zzard.
Wa lenta said one of the trekkers
was not properly dressed for an
abrupt change in weather, and quickly
developed hypothermia . Walenta provided
no urishment and encouragement,
and carried the woman to warm
shelte r as " her eyes rolled back
into her head and her speech was
un intelligible," he said. It took six ho urs
fo r the wo man to recover. The National
Ski Patrol recognized Walenta for both
efforts .
While living in Texas, Walenta received
a phone call from a former Grand Rapids
co lleague, encouraging him to app ly for a
pos ition with Grand Valley, which
involved enhancing the radio station and
mov ing WGVU from Allendale to its

CU!Tent home at the Meijer Public
, roadcast Center in downtown Grand
ap ids. S ixteen years later, Walenta
remains in awe of the station and its
impact.
"We can make a decision on
programming and how it will enhance the
lives of this community ," he said. "Public
broadcasting gives freedom that
commercial stations can not."
For example , supported by a grant,
Walenta and another GVSU staff member
traveled to Europe for two weeks and
filmed two documentaries. The first
showcases interviews with two of the
youngest Auschw itz concentration camp
survi vors; the other examines the Polish
underground .
"It was an extremely moving,
extremely powerful experience," Walenta
said .
A small, rusted piece of barbed-wire ,
part of the fencing that secured one of the
crematoriums , sits on Walenta's desk ,
serving as a stark reminder of his trip , and
the film 's potenti al impact.
"We ' re very proud to produce both of
these moving and emotional programs ,"
he said .
Walenta also radiates pride when
discuss ing raising Kevin , 12, and Kristen ,
9, with wife Na ncy. Family time includes
introducing his ch ildren to kayaking,
climbing, sailing and other outdoor
adventures .
His pursuits have provided their own
rewards, both large and small.
"I' ve chosen not to sit still ," he
said. "The sunsets I have seen are
amazi ng . You don ' t get to see
that when you sit inside ."

Walenta climbs Mount Elbert in Colorado,
a 14,433-foot mountain.
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Make Your Reservation for the "Bash at the Big House" Now!
Grand Valley State University and Michigan Technological University will square off in GLIAC football action at 1 p.m. on
November 6, 2004, in Ann Arbor's Michigan Stadium - "The Bash at the Big House."

* Five buses with total capacity of 275 will be avail able, first come, first served. The bus package includes roundtrip bus transportation
(leave Allendale at 7 a. m. - return immediately after the game) , a catered tailgater at Ann Arbor's Pioneer High School, adjacent to
Michigan Stadium, and a ticket to the GVSU - MTU foo tball game.

Please list each person's name in your group _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Complete address:
Street

City

State

Zip

Telephone: - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -- - - Day
Evening
Email: _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Reserve: Bus package tickets _ _
Tailgater only _ _

@

@

$50 ea. *

$5 ea.

Welcome

7.

_Laker Al_umni &Friends @~~t;:~~~½.t

Total enclosed $_ _ __

Game tickets only are available by calling 616-331-8800.
Reservation deadline for bus package and tailgater is Friday, October 29, 2004.
Please make checks payable to "Grand Valley State University." Please return this completed reservation form to Grand Valley Alumni
Relations, Alumni House, 1 Campus Drive, Allendale, MI 49401. For updated information, visit the Grand Valley Alumni Web site at
www.gvsu .edu/alumni. If you have a question, please call Alumni Relations at (800) 558-054 1 or (6 16) 33 1-3590.

@~~;~
1 Campus Drive
Allendale Ml 49401-9989
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